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'With vÍaHco Toward None- - With Charity For! AlfiSnd With Firmness In The Right"
Vol. XII.
'

ROY, MORA COUNTY, NEW MEXICO,

J. J. Cox Dead

FEBRUARY 13. 1915,

SATURDAY,

No.

4

Running Amuck

Band to Organize

Wednesday evening a Deputy
Sheriff from Uuion Co. was in
town in search of a man who had
killed a man at Madora and stolen
a horse and escaped. During the
night the Telephone brought the
news of the attempt by a man
Who ariswéred. thé description to
murder'one of Floersheim's ców
rJunchers, on the Jaritas ranch.
The officers are hot on the trail
and he will likely be apprehended
very soon. He is described as
25 years old aud has sandy hair,
He is evidently either insane or a
bad man. Floersheim's man is
hot seriously hurt but had a
close call.

The Roy Musicians will meet
Saturday Feb. 13th at two o'clock
P. M. for the purpose of organizing a Brass Band. They have
located over twenty Band Men
and Instruments to outfit a good
start of a band. ' All who are i interested are invited to attend.

The Recital
"'

.

i

The death of J. J. Cox at his
home in Roy Monday night is one
of the ever recurring events
story
which teach, us the old-o- ld
that ''The sands of the glass are
passing ,ayiy''.V Ful! of years
and crowned with the record of
an upright life-- hs has passed to
the Greats Beyond and his sojourn
here is as A tale that is.-- told"
Last week he was stricken with
the dread Pneumonia, which lias
claimed many victims of- late.
' His sturdyrugged health which
" in spite of his advanced years,
lias successfully combatted the
storms.of life, failed this time and
hé' was "Gathered to his Fathers'.'
after a brief illness.
Joseph James Cox, was born
(as you were 'born) in Cape Girar-- .
1838.
deauCo.. Missouri, Jan.--2Died at his home in Roy, N.M.
Feb. 7th 1915, aged 77 yeársV
He; wasmarried in the year
I860 to EdaE, Williams.' To this
'
' union was born live children, áll
.They aré
. of vvhom survive him.
M'níes, HiHardand MartihRhyne
'
of ,Royr Mrs. C. C.1 Snyder, of
Letts,' Iowa Mrs. N. E. Gray, of
Parsons, Kansas and Mr. A Cox,
of Independence, Mo.
.The wife-o- f 'his youth' died
years ago and in 1907 he was
married again to Mrs. J. Olive
Potts' who survives him. He
was converted and became a
member of the Missionary Baptist Church in 1878 and has been
a consistent adherent to that
branch of the .Faith. ' His new
home which he has so dilligently
buiided here is left desolate but
those who loved .. him have the
consolation of the promise of a
brigeter Home beyond. :
FuDera! services were held
Wednesday, at the Christian
Church in Roy conducted by Rev.
R. A. Price, at which a large
number of frierids of the family
'
were present. The body was
taken to his: old home at' Missouri
for interment accompanied by
Mx'. and Mrs, Hillard llhyne.
Two child ren , the son and M rs
- Gray were unable to be present
on account of sickness.'
The sympathy: of the entire
community is freely extended to
the bereaved family, for which
they are profoundly grateful
The memory of his upright life
will remain with all as a bene- -'
diction andVan inspiration.1'
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The Musical and Mixed Recital
advertised last week and or
which much anxious thought and
careful Musical training was
by Miss May Gougn, Music
Teacher in the Roy Schools, was
given Satürday evening:, and attended by a full hou!?e. It was a
very creditable affair and deserves more notice tjian we will
be able to give it in the rush of
this week's newswapering. The
central facts are that the entertainment was fine!, that it was
well attended and the financial
returns, which are to apply on
the new School Piano, were very,
satisfactory. $28.50 was tbe net
receipts and the promotors are
encouraged to try again at some
future date. Tbe Drop Curtain
from the Hall was borrowed for
the occasion and it is planned to
so arrange it that it can be left in
the Assembly jcovin ,and other
entertaiuniéhts taken 'Wit. The
emitting of one door, for, a stage
entrance wiU make the stage very
useful and convenient for theatrigi-ye-
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Baby Dies

The infant daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. E. J. H. Roy died at
their home at Chicosa Tuesday
morning of Pneumonia. The little one had but time to fasten
her self upon the hearts of parents and relatives before she was
Many
called ' ''Back home".
went
bat
friends of the family
"
cals.
'.''"7 to the ranch to offer sympathy
assistance to the bereaved par
Mr. and Mrs, T 0. Scott re- ents,, The funeral was held Wedceived the new; Piano Monday nesday, Interment at . Koy Cen
and took it out home where a etery:
'
.y
bu rich of exc'itéd y ou ngs té r s
waiied to.welcome it. Miss Opal Littie Walter, .Floersheim the
is developing into quite a profi baby in the J: Floersheim home
cient performer and needs it to has been dangerously, ill with
aid ,her in developing her talent. Measeis. He is better and will
recover. Two of the other childEndeavor Sunday ren, Etna and Lester have been
; Christian
evening was well attended and sick too but are better. Jaké's
the discussion led by Mr. Hen- - family have had more than their
son in the absense of Earl Trible share of sickness the past few
was most interesting. The ser weeks.
mon by Rev. Price following was
Frank Gonzales' baby is very
along the line of the Endeavor
Roy- with
study and the two work most sick at their home in
Pneumonia.
harmoniously together.
iThe children of J. W. Johnson
Messrs. Weatherill & Jenkins are all sick with. Measeis and Dr.
are ; getting their new Barber Self was called out there Tuesday
sbop outfit installed and soon Roy tó help them break out. They
wjllhave one of the best equip- are having a serious time with the
ped shops, in. the ,stat. The epidemic.
buildiDg has been, fitted : up es
peciolly for them and they are
Lysle, Jay and Tell Bradley
going to put on some airs in it. came up from ttieir homes near
.Mosquero Wednesday. Tell filed
on an additional homestead and
A, R. Davis' new Meat merket Lysle made application for" Final
was opened in the North Front Proof on his claim. Jay returnwindow of the new store. It is ed to Dawson after a short visit
a decided attraction and will at, home
force the attention of every pass:
erby by its scrupulous cleanness
Mrs. Bob Scheaffer, of Tucum-cari- ,
as well as the attractiye display.
Formerly M
Irene Upton
:
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Ben Sturgis and wife returned
Wednesday from their trip to
Missouri, Iowa. Oklahoma and
jother( central states. B(n has
been taking a comparative view
of conditions there and is convinced that here in this part of
New Mexico is as near the right
place to live as can be found,
The relative price of land and
land values is a problem which
is hard to see
he can't solve-- It
why men will stick to land that'
will not earn two percent on the '
money when he could get ten
acres for one here where it does
produce 400 percent in one year
of the cost price.
:

'

and Savings
nrv FAíñt put in
their Banking house this week
and the light of day has superceded the light of a lamp within.
C. L Justice; who presides over
this "Palace of Croesus" finds
the inadequate light has affected
his eves.
The.

Roy-Trust-

.:

Bank'' lias' had a

'

Pablo Atencio, a section hand,
was arrested last week and a lot
of plunder taken from Claim
houses near town was found in his
possession. He plead guilty to
stealing it and agreed to pay for
all that was not returned. Ev:
ertt Jones, Will Davenport and
others who had been robbed ask
ed for leniency and he was let
off with a nominul fine and the
costs he had created.
Tv E. Mitchell returned

from
Range
country
near Las Vethe
gas Saturday. He purchased a
large herd of cattle there and
will bring them to his Ranch at

Albert soon.
Johnnie Chambers has been assisting Mr. Henson at the Depot
in the place of Orrin Blanchard
who has been seriously sick at
his room in the Roy home. The
work is getting so strenüojis at
the Depot that one man can't attend to it all and Mr. Chambers
needed
from the
of
batching
routine
, it on the
the-diversio-

Claim.
:
of LaCinta Canyon, is caring for
'Judge'.'. Jack Mills was up
We are obliged to wi,re,for ied
S. :F. Davis has been seeiously her sister', Mr si Luther Raines
from Solano Tuesday. He will ill
'but is able to be out again and who is ill at the Morris Hotel in paper this week to meet the dehave us. print ,.him( sqme stationmands of the Valentine trade.
was' in town Monday.'
Koy.
ary for his office soon.
r
'
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THE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

bow having slipped down over her
right ear during the harangue. Over
the culprit's countenance light had
dawned, but, shame to tell! it was a
light not wholly remorseful Then
silent laughter shook the old man's
shoulders, and then could it be?
there crept about his lips and eyes a
smile, of superbly masculine conceit
The sisters were fighting over him.
Wouldn't mother be amused when he
should tell her what, all this fuss was

Old lady

Number
31i

about

"Now, kindly,
d
Miss
Abigail determined that it was time
for the matron's voice to be heard.
"Of course, Brother Abe, we understand perfectly that yew never stopped
ter take inter consideration haow susceptible some folksMs made."
There being plain evidence from
Abe's blank expression that he did not
understand the 'meaning of the word,
Ruby Lee hastened to explain.
"Susceptible is the same as flighty-headeBlossy allers was a fool over
anything that wore breeches."
Abe pushed his chair back from the
table and crossed his legs comfortably.
For him all the chill had gone out of
the air. Suppose that there was something in this? An old, old devil of
vanity came back to the aged husband's heart He recalled that he had
been somewhat of a beau before he
learned the Joy of loving Angy. More
than one Long Island lassie ' had
thrown herself at his head. Of course
Blossy would "get over" this; and
Angy knew that his heart was hers as
much as it had been the day he purchased his wedding-beavebut Abe
could not refrain from a chuckle of
complacent amusement as he stroked
his beard.
His very evident hardness of heart
so horrified the old ladles that they all
began to attack him at once.
"Seems ter me I'd have the decency
ter show Borne shame!" grimly avowed
Sarah Jane.
Abe could not help it He sputtered.
Even Miss Abigail's, "Yew. were a
stranger an we took yew in" did not
sober him.
"Ef any one o' my husbands had
acted the way you've acted, Abe
Rose," began Mrs. Homan.
"Poor leetle Angy," broke In the
gentle Miss Ellie pityingly. "She must
'a' lost six pounds."
Abraham's mobile face clouded over.
"Angy?" he faltered. "Yew don't
mean that Angy " Silence again fell
on the group, while every glance was
fastened on Abraham. "See here," he
flashed his faded bine eye, "Angy's
got more sense than that!"
No one answered, but there was a
significant shrugging of shoulders and
lifting of eyebrows. Abraham was
distressed and concerned enough now.
Rising from his place he besought the
short-sighte-

Bf
LOUISE FORSSLUND
Author of
"The Story of Sarah"

The Ship of Dreams'
Etc.

d.

Copyright by The Ontuiy Co.

SYNOPSIS.
Captain Abraham Rose and Angelina,
Ml wife, have lost their little home
through Abe's unlucky purchase of Tena-fl- y
Gold mining stock. Their household
goods sold, the $100 auction money, all
;thy have left, will place Abe in the Old
Man's home, or Angy in the Old Lady's
honje. Both are
but Abe
decides: "My dear, this is the fust time
I've had a chance to take the wust of it"
to the little
The old couple bid good-b- y
house. Terror of "what folks will say"
to the gate of
sends them along
the Old Ladles' home. Miss Abigail, matron of the Old Ladies' home, hears of
the ill fortune of the old couple. She tells
the other old ladles, and Blossy, who has
paid a double fee for the only double bedchamber, voices the unanimous verdict
that Abe must be taken in with his wife.
iAbe awakens next morning to find that
he H "Old Lady No. ZL" The old ladies
give him such a warm welcome that he
Is made to feel at home at once. "Brother
Abe" expands under the warm reception
of the sisters, and a reign of peace begins
Hn the Old Ladles' home. Abe is the rentier of the community. The
visit of Bossy's aged lover, Capt Samuel
Darby, Is due. Abe advises her to marry
him. For the first time the captain fails
to appear. Blossy consults Abe so often
regarding Darby, his old captain In the
service, that gossip begins to
buzz. At the feast In celebration of the
anniversary of the Roses' arrival at the
home, Abe lauds Blossy In his speech,
and Angle is sent from the room.
by-pat- hs

i

semi-annu- al

Jlrfe-savl- ag

l-

CHAPTER IX.

A Winter Butterfly.
"Cap'n Rose," began Aunt Nancy.
Brother Abe pricked up his ears at the
formal address. "Cap'n Rose," she
(repeated, deliberately dwelling on the
(title. "I never believe in callln' a man
Hew account In front of his wife. It
gives him eotnebody handy ter blame
things oh tew jest like ole Adam.
Naow, look
What I want Is ter
ask yew Jest one question: Whar,
'whar on 'arth kin we look fer a decent
Ibehavin' ole man ef not in a Old
Ladies' hum? Would yew " she .exhorted earnestly, pointing her crooked
forefinger at him. "Would yew"
Abraham caught his breath. Beads
of sweat had appeared on his brow.
'He broke in huskily:
"Wait a minute, Aunt Nancy. Jest
tell me what I've been an done."
The ladies glanced at one another,
contemptuous, incredulous smiles on
their Saces, while Aunt Nancy almost
wspt at his deceitfulness.
"Cap'n Rose,"1 she vowed mournfully, "I've lived in this house fer
many, many years, an' all the while I
fceen here I never beard tell o' a breath
o' acaudal ag'in' the place until yew
come an' commenced ter kick up yer
heels."
Lazy Daisy, who had long been an
inmate, also nodded her unwieldy head
In confirmation, while a low murmur
Of assent arose from .the others. Abraham could only pass his hand over his
brow, uneasily shuffle his maligned
heels over the floor and await further
jdevelopmenta; for he did not have the
slightest conception as to "what they
were driving at"
"Cap'n Roee," the matriarch proceeded, as in the earnestness of her Na
)digna tion she arose, trembling, in her
t and stood with her palsied and
IshaJdn g hands on the board, "Cap'n
(Rose, yer conduct with this here Mis'
Betsey Ann Blossom has been some-jthireediculous! ifs been disgrace-Aun- t
e!

r;

sisters:

"Yew don't think Angy's feelin's
have been hurt dew yew, gals?"
Their faces softened, their figures
relaxed, the tide of feeling changed in
Abraham's favor. Miss Ellie spoke
very softly:
"Yew know that even the Lord thy
God is a Jealous God.' "
Abraham grasped the back of his
chair for support, his figure growing
limp with astonishment "Mother,
Jealous of me?" he whispered to himself, the memory of all the years and
all the great happenings of all the
years coming back to him. "Mother
Jealous of me?" He remembered how
he had once been tormented by
g
Jealousy in the long, the
ago, and of a sudden he hastened into
up the
the hall and went
stairs. He took hold of the latch of his
bedroom door. It did not open. The
door was locked.
"Angy!" he called, a fear of he knew
not what gripping at hie heart
"Angy!" he repeated as she did not
answer.
The little old wife had locked herself in out of very shame of .the rare
tears which had been brought to the
surface by the sisters' cruel treatment
of Abraham. When she heard his can
she hastened to the blue wash-basiand began hurriedly to dab her eyes.
Nancy sat down. Incongruously He would be alarmed If he saw the
t&srepu table In appearance her ptak traces of her weeping. Whatever had
ever-so-lon-

half-runni-

n'

n

happened to him, for his sake she must
face it valiantly. He called again.
Again she did not answer, knowing
that her voice would be full of the telltale tears. Abe waited. He heard the
tramp of feet passing out of the dining room into the halL He heard
Blossy emerge from her room at the
end of the passage and go tripping
down the stairs.' The time to Angy,
guiltily bathing her face, was short;
the time to her anxious husband unaccountably long. The sound of wheels
driving up to the front door came to
Abe's ears. Still Angy made him no
response.
"Angy!" he raised his voice in piteous pleading. What mattered if the
sisters gathered in the lower hall
heard him? What mattered if the
chance guest who had Just arrived
heard him also? He had his peace to
make with his wife and he would
make it "Angy!"
She flung the door open hastily. The
signs of the tears had not been obliterated, and her face was drawn and old.
Straightway she put her hand on his
arm and searched his face inquiringly.
"What did the gals say ter yew?"
she whispered. "Abe, yew made a mistake when yew picked out Bl "
"Poor leetle mother!" he interrupted. "Poor leetle mother!" a world
of remorseful pity in his tone. "So
yew been Jealous of yer ole man?"
Angeline, astonished and indignant
withdrew her hand sharply, demanding to know if he had lost his senses;
but the blinded old gentleman slipped
his arm around her and, bending,
brushed his lips against her cheek.
"Thar, thar," he murmured soothingly, "I didn't mean no harm. I can't
help it ef all the gals git stuck on

me!"

Before Angy could make any reply,
Blossy called to the couple softly but
insistently from the foot of the stairs;
and Angy, wrenching herself free,
hastened down thd steps, for once in
her Ufe glad to get away from Abe.
He lost no time in following. No matter where Angy went, he would follow
until all was well between her and him
again.
But what was this? At the landing,
Angy halted and so did Abe, for in the
center of the sisters stood Blossy with
her Sunday bonnet perched on her
r-gold
hair and her white India
shawl over her shoulders, and beside
Blossy stood Capt Samuel Darby with
a countenance exceedingly radiant,
his hand clasped fast in that of the
'
aged beauty.'
"Oh, hurry, Sister Angy and
Brother Abe!" called Blossy. "We
were waiting for you, and Tve got
some news for ail my friends." She
waited smilingly for them to Join the
others; then with a gesture which included every member of the household,
she proceeded: "The pink tea, I want
you all to know, had a double significance, and first, of course, it was to
celebrate the anniversary of Brother
Abe's sojourn with us; but next it was
my farewell to the Home."
Here
Blossy gurgled and gave the man at
her right so coy a glance that Samuel'B
face flamed red and he hung his head
lower to one side than usual, like a little boy that had been caught stealing
apples. "I left the tea a trifle early
you must forgive me, Brother Abe, but
I heard the
Abe stood
beside Angeline, rooted in' astonishment, while Blossy continued to address him directly. "You gave Samuel
so many good recommendations, dear
brother, that when the time approached for his June visit, I felt that
I simply could not let him miss it as
he did in December. Last year, on the
day you entered, he was here through
no desire of mine. Today he is here
at my request My friends," again she
included the entire home in her glance,
"well come back a little later to say
good-by- .
Now, we're on the way to
the minister's.'
The pair, Samuel tongue-tie-d
and
bewildered by the Joy of his finally
won success, moved toward the door.
On the threshold of the home Blossy
turned and waved farewell to the companions of her widowhood, while Samuel bowed la a dazed fashion, his face
silve-

train-whistle- ."

still red as it was blissful. Then
quickly the two passed out upon the
porch. No one moved to see theml
off. Abe looked everywhere yet no-- i
where at all. Not a word was spoken
even when the carriage was heard
rolling down the drive; but the Bound'
of the wheels seemed to arouse Angy!
from her stupor of amazement; and!
presently Abraham became conscious,
of a touch a touch sympathetic, tender and true a touch
touch of Angy's hand within;
his own.
.

CHAPTER X.

,

The Turn of the TWe.
From time Immemorial the history
.
of the popular hero has ever been
To king and patriot, to the
favorite girl at school and the small
boy who is leader of the "gang,"
to preacher, to actor and
author, comes first worship them
eclipse. The great Napoleon did not
escape this common fate; and the public Idol who was kissed only yesterday
for his gallant deeds is scorned today
for having permitted the kissing. OhJ
caprice of the human heart! Oh, cry1
of the race for the unaccustomed!
From that first anniversary of his
entrance into the home, Abraham felt
his popularity decrease in fact more
than decrease. He saw the weather-van- e
go square about, and where he
had known for three hundred and
sixty-fiv- e
days the gentle, balmy feel
of the southwest zephyr, he found himself standing of a sudden In a cold,
bleak northeast wind. The change bewildered the old man, and reacted on
his disposition. As he had blossomed
in the sunshine, so now he began to
droop in the shade. Feeling that he
was suspected and criticized, he began
g
to grow suspicious and
himself. .. His old notion that he had
no right to take a woman's place in
the institution came back to his brain,
and he would brood over it for hours
at a time, sitting out on the porch with
his pipe and Angy.
The old wife grieved to think that
father was growing old and beginning
to show his years. She made him sóme
tansy tea, but neither her persuasions
nor those of the whole household could
induce him to take it He had never
liked "doctoring" anyway, although he
had submitted to it more or less during
the past year in unconscious subservience to his desire to increase his popularity; but now he fancied that where
once he had been served as a king by
all these female attendants, he was
simply being "pestered" as a punishment for his past behavior with Blossy.
Ah, with its surprising ending that
had been a humiliating affair; and he
felt too that he would be long in forgiving Mrs. Darby for not having confided to him her actual intentions.
Now he was afraid to be decently
courteous to one of the sisters for fear
that they might accuse him of light
dalliance again; and he scarcely ever
addressed the new member who came
to take Blossy's little room, for he had
been cut to the quick by her look of
astonishment when she was told that
he belonged there.
In hie mental ferment the old man.
began to nag at Angy. Sad though it
is to confess of a hero honestly loved.
Abraham had nagged a little all his
married life when things went wrong.
And Angeline, fretted and nervous,
herself worried almost Bick over
father's condition, was guilty once in
a while out of the depths of her anxiety of nagging back again. So do we
hurt those whom we love best as we
would and could hurt no other.
the-same-

fault-findin-

,

(TO. BE CONTINUED.)

Peerages Lacking In Permanence.
British peerages have little of the
permanence of pyramids. Forty years
ago a careful calculation was made
which showed that of 217 peerages
created during the preceding 45 years
only 133 remained upon the rolls. 01
the Plantagenet peerages only 14 survived; of the Tudor, 11; of the Stuart,
45. During the reign of George D3
more than 400 peers were created, of
which la 176, 270 bad disappeared.
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me it--ijeparimeníi. oíc m uumituct;
UNION SUNDAY SCHOOL
a book compiJéd by ,Wm. J. Harris, Director cf the Census, giv- Meets each Sunday at ,10, A. M.
Your
ing a, summary of the Assessment at Christian Churcn.
and Taxatio nlaws of each state presence is necessary.

Professional Cards

We are in

.
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M. D. GIBBS

'

Irvin Ogden, Sr.
aod Publisher

Editor

Rev. G. B. II all, Sup.t,
in the Union. This book contains
s
matter at much that every citizen should
Entered as
know and a careful study of it
CATHOLIC
the postoffice in Roy, N. M.
the
with
anyone
would impress
Mass once each month at the
impractical
and
fact that crude
Catholic Church. Dates announcThe State Record at Santa Fe
taxation
and
laws
ed in advance.- yets sarcastic referring to' Repre- assessment
and Rev. Fr. Ant. Cellier.
favoritism
of
permits
which
sentative Henry Swan, of Tucum-car- i
political persecution are not the
Priest in charge,
for calling the publication of
of lack of precedent.
Delinquent tax sales "Newspaper result
Most of the older states have
BAPTIST
Subscription

Per Year

$1.50

second-clas-

Physician and Surgeon
Local Surgeon E.P. & S.W.
Ry.

Office
Fairview Pharmacy
ROY, NEW MEXICO

.

'

Graft".

i

Prom a copy of one of these
Tax lists in our files we copy the
following
"Cert. No. 322, Improvements
on Claim, No taxes, Interest 10
cents Publication fee $2.30, Total $2.40. Assessed to L. L.

Betts".
This is but one of scores of
similar cases where a few cents
of interest is charged to a citizen
where he has no means of know
ing that there is anything charged against him and believes his
taxes paid. It is an outrage no
matter who perpetrates it and
the newspaper that benefits by
such hold up can,' we believe, be
rightfully charged with "Graft'
'.II the more vicious because pro
tected by Jaw. The burglar and
and highwayman take h, risk in
their method of robbery. The
Legitimized Grafter robs you
more effectually under the immunity given him by vicious laws
and has it in his power, to use the
courts to persecute you if you
resent his robbing you.
Swan is righb. It is "News-pape- r
Graft'' no matter who gets
'

--

practical assessment laws that
First Sunday in each month.
have been tried for almost a cen:
Service 11 A. M., 7.30, P. M.
tury. When the people get to
Rev, R. A. Prick . Pastor.
the point where they will try to
understand these things and re
fuse to be dominated by usurpers
Bosses .it will
not be so easy to prostitute the
means of self government to the
uses of persecution. ' '
The book comes to us with the
complements of Harvey B. Fer- gusson and will be kepc here for
the use of our friends.

and

self-appointe-

Rev O

W

.

Lodge Directory

'

A real "Joy Ride" was the one
we took Tuesday with Dr. Self in
his "Ford." car to Solano and back
He was called to see thelitt'e boy
of Mr. anc1 i.írs Geo Perry who

Sales Everywhere.
Distance not Considered
Terms Reasonable

I Cry

Satisfaction
G'r'n't'd

0 J.

O.

It, Kerns, Q

Nutter-Kern- s

Homestead Lodge, No. 46
I. O. O. F.
Meets every Wednesday evening at
I. O. O. F. Hall, Koy, in. m.

Business entrusted to
our care will receive

prompt and careful at

tention.
Nutter-Kern- s

month,
come.
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Visiting members always wel

Mrs. Emilia Kitchell,

A. G. Trujillo, of

N. u.

United States
'immissioner
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Solano, was
Secy.
it. .
in town Tuesday after two wagon Miss. Blanche Kitchell,
Office
loads of barbed wire to fence in
Woodmen
Modern
Roy,
.
We are in receipt of a copy of Ins new pasture. He also order
Spanish-Americasent to
the Report of Trinidad C. de ed the
had
CamoNo.14361
meant
A
Baca, State Game Warden, for him and assured us he
a long time. Mr.
it
for
to
read
.
1912-14carethe years
It isa
fully prepaied statement of con- Trujillo is one on the live ones of
ditions and facts regarding the that part of the mesa and is mak
A. S. HANSON
game of the State and the efforts in a" r oocl.

MM

.

Co,

24,

n

Sutter.

N.

Realty, Co.

VlsitinK members always welcome
is suffering from Bronchial
Win. G. Johnson.
M.
D .Globs.
trouble. The Dr. is keotsobusy
Secretary.
Noble Grand.
of late that t hese rides' are not
a novelty to him and his,, little
Ford, under his careful driving
Harmony Rebekah
has carried him some 10,000 miles
D. of R.
during the past year in his min Lodge No.
istrations to the. sick with repair ivro ; T n O F. Ha . Kov.
M.
A
i
Fridnv eveniner of each
ot,
bills amounting to about $5.00.
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NEW MEXICO

AUCTIONIÜÍR

hearn, Elder

Services fourth Lord's Day of
each month at 11 A.M. and
8 P.M. lord's Supper at
Morning Service.

WHITE

F. O.
MILLS

Christian

d
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New Mca.

J. B. LusKv
Attorney

-

to preserve and use intelligently
the few wild things that remain
from the ruthlese and senseless
slaughter of former years. The
report is the work of the Santa
Fe New Mexican and is replete
with illustrations and withal the
swellest t hing of its kind we have
seen lately. We congratulate
Trinidad on the subject matter
and The New Mexican on the
mechanical and artistic excellence of the work.
Tom Turner likes the' S-well enough that he is sending

it

now to his

friend J.

H.

l

Legal documents and papers

Mark Woods was up from Soacknowledged.
lano Saturday with the story
NEW MEXICO
ROY,
of his Collie pup which he thinks
the smartest in the state. Recently Mr. Woods lost his poket- M. H. KOCH
book while riding over the
prairie. Dilligent search failed Funeral Director Licensed Embalmer
to discover it but Friday when PHONE 116 V:
TUCUmCAK'. N. M.
he was out, the puppy came to

Tne iMigen urotners were in
at Erick, Oklahoma to try and
comih
Kansas Valley Saturday
this
from
interested
get him
helping swell the crowd of shop
munity."
,
pers. . This .is getting to be a
his
tradihgpoint and any one who
D. W, Crowes orders
á
Sugarite
time
thinks it is not should give them
at
for
sent to him
He will vyork there till time to selves a chance to compare it
with other towns.
commence spring work again.
S--

at Law,

Prompt and Careful Attention
.

Gi,ven all Business Entrusted
to me.

New, Meyico,

Roy,

J. FLOERSHEIM
Notary Public

,

him from a distance carrying
the lost poketbook in her mouth
It was intact and the $12.00 that
was in it was safe. It is safe to
say it would take several times
that amount to buy her now.

Page

'

Notary Public

Roy Bakery and
Delicatessen

Conveyances and transfers. Prompt
ness .and care in all matters.

"The home of Good

W. H. WILLCOX

Things to Eat"
Lunch Counter in Cpnnection
FrpsVi Rppad.
Pies and Cakes

Every. Day.
Special Orders given Careful &
PromDt atention. Beds to Kent.

In the
Bruce Hotel, Roy, N. M.

United States '
Land Commissioner
.

ROY, N. M.

.

.,

Filings, Contests and Proofs.
Careful and competent services rrxidered in all land matters.
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WAR ZONE EDICT
SENT T0VVILS0N
No sick headache,

sour stomach,

biliousness or constipation
by morning.

TEXT OF TEUTON ORDER SHOWS
LESS ARA AFFECTED THAN
FIRST REPORTED.

'
Get a
box now.
Turn the rascals out the headache, SEAS CLOSED BY KAISER
biliousness, indigestion, the sick, sour
stomach and ioul gases turn them
out
and keep them out with
BRITISH STEAMER CROSSES THE
Cascar ets.
Millions of men and women take a
IRISH SEA FLYING THE
Cascaret now and then and never
AMERICAN FLAG,
know the misery caused by a lazy
liver, clogged bowels or an upset stom10-ce-

to-nig-

ht

r

ach.

Don't put In another day of distress.
Let Cascarets cleanse your stomach;
remove the sour, fermenting food;
take the excess bile from your liver
and carry out all the constipated
waste matter and poison in the
bowels; Then you will feel great
straightens you
A Cascaret
out by morning. They work while
you sleep. A
box from
any drug store means a clear head,
sweet stomach and clean, healthy liver
and bowel action for months. Children love Cascarets because they
never gripe or sicken. Adv.
to-nig- ht

10-ce- nt

Not a Real Article.
The last minstrel stopped at a back
door and said to the housewife who
greeted him:
"Give me something to eat, fair
dame, and I will tickle your ears with
a merry tale of romance."
"But why not tell me the tale first?"
the dame suggested.
"No, I must have food and drink
before I talk."
Thereupon the dame slammed the
door with the tart reply:
"You're no, merry minstrel; you're
speaker."
an after-dinn,
er

Western Newspaper Union News Service.'

Washington, Feb. 8.
Germany's
proclamation of a war zone in the waters surrounding Great Britain and Ireland, contrary to first reports, does
not include the seas directly adjacent
to any neutral countries in Europe.
The official text of the proclamation,
received from Ambassador Gerard at
Berlin by the State Department, and
made public reveals that the areas directly bordering on the territorial waters of France and Great Britain are
held to be In the zone of operations
within which neutral vessels may be
subject to the hazards of naval warfare.
The original wireless report stated
that shipping north of the Shetland
islands and for thirty nautical miles
along the Dutch coast, "would be endangered in the same way" as the waters around the belligerent territory.
The oficial text, after pointing out
that the waters surrounding Great
Britain and Ireland, including the English channel, were to be considered
within the zone of war, says, however,
that the ''routes of navigation around
the north of the. Shetland islands in
the eastern part of the North sea and
in a strip thirty miles wide along the
Dutch coast are not open to the danger
t

zone."

S,llSol
"Pape's Diapepsin"

fixes sick,

sour, gassy stomachs in
five minutes.
Time it! In five minutes all stomach
distress will go. No indigestion, heartburn, sourness or belching of gas, acid,
or eructations of undigested food, no
dizziness, bloating, or foul breath.
Pape's Diapepsin is noted for. its
speed in regulating upset stomachs.
It is the surest, quickest and most certain indigestion remedy in the whole
world, and besides it is harmless.
Please for your sake, get a larg
fifty-cecase of Pape's Diapepsit
from any store and put your stomaei
right. Don't keep on being miserable-l- ife
is too short you are not here
long, so make your stay agreeable.
Eat what you like and digest It;
It without dread of rebellion in
the stomach.
Pape's Diapepsin belongs in your
home anyway. Should one of the family eat something which don't agree
with them, or In case of an attack of
Indigestion, dyspepsia, gastritis or
stomach derangement at daytime or
during the night, it is handy to give
the quickest relief known. Adv.
,

'

Crosses Irish Sea Flying U. S. Flag.
London. The British steamer LusI-tani-a
of the Cunard line, which sailed
from New York Jan. 30, and arrived at
Liverpool Saturday afternoon, flew the
American flag from the time she
passed Queenstown until she entered
the Mersey.
This is vouched for by American
passengers who crossed on her. According to a statement by Will Irwin, an American writer, the Lusi-tani- a
carried the regulation large
American flag at her stern, with a
small American flag and mail pennant
at the forepeak. Former United
States Senator Lafayette Young, another passenger, while he did not, personally, see the' flag flying, said it
was acceptepd as a fact by all on
board.

nt

Austrians Claim Carpathian Victory.
London. An official announcement
received here from Berlin says that
Emperor William after completing his
inspection of the German naval base
Wilhelmshaven, has gone to the eastern war zone by way of Czenstochowa,
Russian Poland. A telegram sent by
the Emperor to the troops which participated in the attacks on the heights
at Craonne is given in a Berlin dispatch, as follows:
"Warm congratulations for your fine
success, which is to be ascribed to the
wisdom of the commanding officers, as
well as to the great bravery of the
Not Agile.
activity In
troops, whose month-lon- g
"Why don't you do the modern trench warfare could in no wise didances?"
minish their attacking power."
"Oh, I know all the holds, but I
The Austrian government announced
can't slip into them quick enough."
that the attacks of the Russians In
Tale Record.
the Carpathians had broken down and
that they had suffered heavy losses. In
If you wish beautiful, clear white certain sections of the front the Ausclothes, use Red Croes. Bag Blue. At all
trlans are on the offensive and the
good grocers. Adv.
capture of 4,000 more Russians is
Most men are the architects of their
own misfortunes.
an-Jo- y

.

,

.

Twenty persons were killed and
many injured by the explosion of a
boiler in a furniture factory at La
Guirda, near Madrid.
The allied associations of the restaurant and hotel keepers of Berlin
have decided henceforward to charge
for all bread served at meals.
The Rumanian government has
placed orders in Italy for large quantities of ammunition, delivery to be
made during the month of April.
Viscount Northland, son of the Earl
of Ranfurly, a descendant of William
Penn, the founder of Pennsylvania,
died from wounds sustained at La
;
Bassee.
- Twenty-fivNewfoundland naval reservists perished when the British auxiliary cruiser Viknor was wrecked off
the English coast, according to advices
received at St. John's, N. F.
German admiralty officers assert
there is no longer any possibility of
doubt that a British battle cruiser was
sunk in the naval battle in- the North
Sea on Jan. 24 during which the German cruiser Bluecher went down.
Paris. Official statistics give the
number of applications for govern0
ment aid as 2,116,000,. of which
were refused. At present daily allowances are paid to 1,857,000 persons,
the average per family being 2 francs
10 centimes (42 cents). The daily outlay is 3,900,000 francs ($780,000).
Pope Benedict has turned over for
the use of the children made orphans
in the recent earthquake the papal
palace of Castle Gandolfo, thirteen
miles southeast of Rome on Lake
The refuge will be under the
patronage of Queen Helena.
The German admiralty at Berlin issued a new warning to neutral shipping. Vessels approaching continental
ports were advised to take the track
north of Scotland into the North Sea
to avoid being sunk by mistake by
German submarines off the northern
add western coasts of France.
.

e
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SAGE TEA DARKENS GRAY
HAIR TO ANY SHADE. TRY IT!
Keep Your Locks Youthful, Dark,
Glossy and Thick With Garden

Sage and Sulphur.
When you darken your hair with
Sage Tea and Sulphur, no one can
tell, because it's done so naturally, so
evenly.
Preparing
this mixture,
though, at home is mussy and troublesome. For 50 cents you can buy at
any drug store the ready-to-us- e
tonlo
called "Wyeth's Sage and Sulphur
Hair Remedy." You Just dampen a
sponge or soft brush with it and
draw this through your hair, taking
one small strand at a time. By morning all gray hair disappears, and, after
another application or two, your hair
becomes beautifully darkened, glossy
You will also disand luxuriant
cover dandruff is gone and hair has
stopped falling..
Gray, faded hair, though no disgrace, Is a sign of old age, and as we
all desire a youthful and attractive appearance, get busy at once with Wyeth's Sage and Sulphur and look years
younger. Adv.
.

,

"
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Raising Late Strawberries.
Representative D. H. Drukker of
New Jersey gave a few friends a surprise one evening last September.
He had been discussing agriculture
with some members, and remarked
that he had enjoyed strawberries
raised in the open in his native state.
The other congressmen hooted at
the idea of Jersey selling strawberries
from the field in the latter part of
September, but Drukker stuck to his
point and invited the doubting Thomases to dine with him a few nights
later.
In the meantime he had wired for
several quarts of berries to a trucker
near his home who made a specialty
of late berries. The strawberries came
and were served for. dinner, much to
the surprise of the gentlemen, who
found it difficult to jcredit, their own
senses.
..
Raspberries and "strawberries in
GENERAL.
October are now getting to be quite
farmers
Edward Tilden, well known packer a fad among those
and banker, died at Chicago after a who know how to do the stunt, which
consists in pulling off from the plant
brief attack of quinsy.
Six Indictments were handed down the early blooms.
in the United States District Court at
New York in the passport fraud case. Oklahoma Man Tells About
Lee Dock and Eng Hing, two ChinKidney Remedy
ese, were put to death in the electric
chair at Sing Sing prison at Ossining,
261,-60-

Al-ban- o.

,

up-to-da- te

N. Y.
Miss Billie Burke,

Several years ago I was taken with
my back, due to diseased
, kidneys and was forced to give up my
in private life is Mrs. Florence
Jr., is resting easily in New York daily labors. I heard of your great kidafter an operation for stomach trou- ney remedy and resolved to try it. I did
v
so with wonderful results.
ble,
Since taking Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Roo- t
Evidence that she smoked cigarettes
I have had no trouble from my
caused a jury to disagree in Miss kidneys. I am giving this testimonial
Sophie Klug's $25,000 suit for breach of my own free will to let others know
of promise against John Wilking at the wonderful merits of Swamp-RooHoboken, N. J.
If you should care to, you are at liberThe bodies of Mrs. Lizzie Drake, 65, ty to publish this testimonial whenever
Mrs. Irene Spencer, 35, and her daugh-ter- you choose.
Very truly yours,
Gertrude Spencer, 12, were found
J. A. PARRISH,
in their beds at their home at
Stillwater, Okla.
N. Y. Their heads had been
Subscribed and sworn to before me,
Crushed in with a sledge hammer.
this 8th day of March, 1912.
At the conclusion of Andrew Carne
H. S. HAUSSDER,
gie's testimony before the federal inJustice of the Peace.
dustrial relations committee in New
I
Letter to
York John. D. Rockefeller, Sr., enDr. Kilmer & Co. I

the actress, who severe pains in
Zieg-feld-

-

t.

,

Sala-manca-

tered the room, and demanded to b
heard as a witness. He was placed on
the stand.
Fred A. Hines, 65, of Los Angeles
Calif., past imperial potentate of the
Mystic Shriners of North America
died at Scranton, Pa., from a compll
cation of diseases. Hines held the imperial potentate chair from April 13,
1910, to July 19, 1911.
The civil and military government
In northern Mexico headed by General Villa, who proclaimed himself in
charge of the executive power of the
republic, probably will have a movable
capital. The government at present
is located at Aguas Callentes, when
Villa is directing his campaign against
the Carranza forces.

;;.

,

,

Blnghamton.N.Y.

Prove What Swamp-Roo- t
Will Do For You
Send ten cents to Dr. Kilmer & Co.,
Binghamton, N. Y., for a sample size

bottle. It will convince anyone. You
will also receive a booklet of valuable information, telling about the kidneys and
bladder. When writing, be sure and menand
tion this paper. ' Regular fifty-cesize bottles for sale at all drug
stores. Adv.
one-doll-ar

The Essential Thing.
"What must I do, doctor, to attain
a ripe old age?
"Live." Boston Evening Transcript
.

A woman will forgive a man almost
anything except the fact that he .beat
her at her own game.

,
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The Store

ó:

Commercial
Hotel.

In the New Foster
Block, Roy, N.

if-the-

a

I

j...

Where you will find a fresh, new
and
Line of
te

Groceries, Drygoods,
Coal, Clothing, Shoes,
A Complete Stock.

Wanted: Girl or woman to
help with housework and care of
baby.
Mrs. R. L, Cross, Tay

lorN.

M.

C. F. Leonhard, of Mills called

You are hereby notified that Feeling
Slusher who gives Roy N. M. as
e
The Davenport Bros, have sold his
address, did on Dec. 31
post-offle-

1914, file in

this office his duly corrotheir extra car and livery busiborated
application to contest and seness to Fred 8. Bro wn who has
' tot
It
cure the cancellation of your HE Sertaken ever the Livery business ial No. 06467 made Mar.3 , 1908, for
and will run an up to date Garage the NWi
Section 21
21 N. Range 27E. N. M.' P.
Township
in
future.
White accompanied

lezzf""

PERSONALS

Mr. '
by several other families numbering fourteen in the party ar
rived from Kentucky Saturday
and stopped temporarily at the
Commercial Hotel. Mr. White
contemplates buying a large tract
of land here and will settle down
and take his time in selecting it.
They are the sort we like to see
coming in and we cordially
them

Wednesday with another years
subscription. He is one of the
who
staunch friends of the
'
has helped make the ''Desert Charlie Kidd gets to town about
every day now and he seems to
blossom as the rose".
en joy his vacation from the rush
J; M. Wilkinson will read the of Farm work.
hereafter only it will be his
Mr. Hewlett, of Mills, is pre
own copy of it this year. He is
a game old sport and has been one siding over the new Meat Market
at the Davis Store as Ben Patton
of our most faithful
is seriously ill and unable to be
wel-com-

e

S-A- ,-

S-- A.

at

J,

work:

H. Sandsbury, of Mills call-

ed Saturday with another year's
subscription to the
He has
been a constant reader since we
have been editing this sheet.
S--

And Still
Another
Carload Brilliant
Lump
$5.00
a ton.

Mrs. J. B. Lusk came in from
the claim last week to care for
Coal.
the children until they recover
from their Vaccination. They
haye complied with the ruling of
G. M. Co.
the School board and are enjoying having their mother with Mr. Hite and' wife
came in
them for a time.
from Missouri Saturday to visit
the lady 'a sisters. Miss Virginia
J . W. Woodward made made McClure and Mrs.
Patterson.'
proof on his claim Saturday. He They formerly lived
here and
is one of the old reliable settlers seem glad to meet
old friends a- of this mesa and has established gam.
himself.

NewMex.

and refusal to honor or pay certain promissory notes executed
by me of various dates, in favor
of Mrs. John O. Gallegos, and
now m her possession, all made
for the sum of Fifty Dollars, exRoy, N. M.
cept one which is for the sum of
G R. Burgedorff, Prop,
Eighty one dollars and Seventy
New Management Newly Fur- two cents, all payable at different
dates; said notes being for the
nished and Equippeed,
Special accommodations for total sum of $831,72, and consti
tuting Sixteen notes.
Transcients.
All persons are hereby warned
not to Durchase said notes or aii v
of them,
do so. it will be
own
at
tneir
risk, for said' notes
I am obliged to be absent until
repudiat-unoinochereby
specifically
1915,
Feb. 20
All persons having
r?:ed by rne upon the grounds of
with me please wait
i
irauu, utjception anaj wiiijuut vai- till that date.
ue received.
J. M. George.
This 1st day of February, 1915.
G. R. Burgedorff.
Mrs. Pablo Branch and baby
Notice of Contest
arrived in Roy Sunday and are Pepartrnent
of the Interior.
guests of her parents, Mr. and
U. S. Land Office, Clayton N. M.
Mrs. Juan Jose Rodrigues. Her
Feb. 15 1915,
coming was un announced and a To Thomas C. Tabor of Roy, N M
Contastee:
surprise to many friends here.

.Davis

roí

S. Comroissioner,

Solano,

Run By

fo1l

.S. Durrin,
U,

QUALITY

up-to-da-

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN, You will take notice that
I, G. R. Burgedorff, proprietor
!
of the Commercial Botel, of Roy
N. M., have and do hereby give
public notice of my repudiation

Attorney at Law.

$ $ $ $ do the Most.

Where

í.

Meridian, and as grounds for his contest he alleges that Thomas C, TaCharles Weatherill made
bor has wholly abandoned his said
business trip to Mills Friday H. E.; that he wholly failed to comply
evening returning on the "Polly" with the law under which he is seeki ng
title; that he has failed to reside upSaturday.
on, cultivate or improve the samejthat
the above mentioned defects exist and
Miss Hornbaker. from Missou- ha vé existed for more than two years
ri is a guest at the John Gibson last past and up to the date hereof
You are, therefore further notified
home. She came Saturday acthat
the said allegations will be taken
companied by her father and will
by this office as having been confessed
remain for some time.
by you, and your said entry will be
W. H. Guthman left Monday cancelled thereunder without yor
for Arkansas where he will look further right to be heard therein, either
at some property he contemplat before this office or on appeal, if you
es trading for. He about had fail to file in this office within twenty
days after the FOURTH publication of
his mind made up not to be sat- this notice as shown below,
your ans
isfied .with it and will be back wer under oath, specifically meeting
soon ready to be satisfied here.
ani resDOndincr to these allegation nf
contest, or if you fail within that time
to file in this office dué proof that you
have served a copy of your answer on
the said contestant either in person or
by registered mail. If this service is
made by the delivery of a copy of
your answer to the contestant in person, proof of such service must be
either
the said contestant's written
Why? Because it Prints
acknowledgement of his receipt of the
Today's News Today copy, showing the date of its receipt, or
and Lots of it. And bethe affidavit of the person by whom the
delivery
was made stating when and
cause it is independent
where the copy was delivered; if made
in politics and wears the by registered mail, proof of such ser
vice must consist of the affidavit of the
collar of no political parperson by whom the copy was mailed
ty.
e
stating when and the
to
which it was mailed, and this affidavit
A MONTH must be accompanied by the postmas-- .

Everbody Reads
THE JOURNAL

-

v

60 cts.

BY MAIL

post-offic-

ter's redeipt for the letter.
You should state in your answer the

name of the post office to which you
desire future notices to be sent to you.
.Pax Valverde, Register
Date of first publication Feb 13 1915
--

Albuquerque
Morning Journal
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WINTER CARE AND FEED FOR SHEEP FLOCK

8

V
AW

Officials, in Washington

Hampshire Down Shearling Ewes.
Winter is a critical time for sheep.
The greatest danger is in close stabling and lack of exercise. If well
fed with good clover hay and good
straw, and with an abundance of pure
water to drink, an open 43hed with an
uncovered, dry yard attached, is better than any stable or tightly closed
shed. Warmth is more injurious than
cold, and sheep may safely be trusted
to exercise their instincts in seeking
shelter. It is well to divide the flock,
making three divisions; rams, wethers
and ram lambs in one flock, ewes in
lamb in another and fattening sheep
In another. As changes may be seen
desirable they should be made, and the
food should be given according to the
wants of each lot.
It is a good plan to give all sheep
a little grain every day in winter.
Give fattening sheep one pound of
corn per head per day. An expert
feeder, who has been feeding sheep
for a number of years, says: "The
man who makes a success in feeding
sheep or meat cattle Is the one who
gives close attention to the daily feeding and care of the flock. It is not
necessary for him to do the actual
work, but he should be there to see
that it is done." Kaep only the strongest and healthiest sheep. For winter
fattening we want sheep that have got
their full growth and are In good,
thrifty condition. Merino sheep for
this purpose should be three or four
years old. Commence with a small
grain ration and gradually increase the
feed. Salt should be given; it is a good
BOTTLE

FOR

THE

CHICKENS

Keeps Drinking Water for Poultry
Warm In Winter and Cool and
Refreshing In Summer.
A new drinking fountain for fowls
Is made on the principle of the ther--

plan to sprinkle a little salt over the
wheat bran and mixed grain once or
twice a week.
As soon as a sheep appears to be
ailing it should be removed from the
flock at once. For lung worms, a
tablespoonful of turpentine may be
given as a remedy.
A clear, pink skin is a sign that the
internal organs are in good condition.
Oil cake may be fed in small quantities to fattening sheep, and sheep
which are fed upon such a ration have
oily, elastic fleeces.
A hard, dry earth floor is best, as

Miss Their Duck Hawks

nrASííINGTON. When Frank H. Hitchcock was assistant postmaster gen
If eral he was compelled to order that the door of the entrance leading to
the tower of the department building should be nailed up to keep from the roof
men with guns and traps who were
bent on taking the lives of a pair of
duck hawks . which were using the
open tower as a. winter resort.
The duck hawks had been coming
to the tower every winter for years and
Theodore Roosevelt, who was president at the time, and the scientists
of the biological survey were interested in watching the birds and in saving
them from gunners. The duck hawk
is a true falcon, and it la one of the
most Interesting birds of prey in the
world. It occurs in all continents, being what the scientists call a cosmopolitan bird.
The winter after Mr. Hitchcock had saved the birds from the gunners
only one duck hawk reappeared, and this was killed by an unknown rifleman,
who "potted" it from the roof of a building across Pennsylvania avenue. Last
winter another duck hawk appeared and went to the tower, but stayed only
a few days. The members of the government's scientific bureaus are hoping
that one will come back and take up the vacated roost in the post ofllce tower.
There Is a compensation, however, for the loss of the duck hawks. The
sparrow hawks have come to Washington and are using the American eagle
to protect them from the assaults of their enemies. Just under the cornice
of the roof of the State, War and Navy building, directly above the entrance
opening toward the White House, there is a bronze figure of the American
eagle with outstretched wings. Between the wings and the wall of the building Just under the cornice there is a small open space. It is this retreat the
sparrow hawks have taken for a winter home.

Don't Carry Rubber Heels or Pennies to Europe
YOU go to Europe observe these "don'ts:"
Don't carry pennies In your pockets, don't carry a pencil tipped with
a rubber eraser, or wear rubber heels. Otherwise you. may be detained by

IF

the British for carrying contraband to
the enemy.
A state department official, discussing the British shipping note, suggested that this warning be sent to
prospective American travelers to Eu-

,

rope.

"If England's policy is going to
take her to such extremes as IndiPrize Winning Shropshire.
cated by past experiences," he said,
"why
shouldn't she make absolutely
the fat must be kept sound. Bed with
sure
no copper reaching German
of
straw. Do not let the manure ferment
ports
by
searching the pockets of all
In pen; it is sure to cause disease.
passengers sailing for neutral countries and confiscate the cent pieces found?
On the same principle, applying it to rubber, it won't be safe for a man to
winter time it is necessary to visit th wear rubber heels on his shoes when he goes to Europe, and under no circhicken yard many times during the cumstances should he take the risk of carrying a rubber-tippe- d
pencil in his
day to supply water to the birds, for th pocket"
reason that the usual receptacles madi
use of. soon freeze up tight and tht
Gaze
chickens are deprived 6f water. Ont Washingtonians
Daytime Shining
might think that by placing warm wa
ter there it would remain in a liquid
town Washington the other morning presented a scene like the
condition for a greater length of time, DOWN capital of France when an
air raid by Teutonic birdmen was threatbut this has proved to be a fallacy, foi ened, or like that a few minutes
after
the arrival of a party of
it is said that for some reason the
tourists from Huckins Run or Pohick
heated water cools off and congeala
Center, looking at skyscraper row in
as quickly, if not more rapidly, than
New York city.
the pan in which was placed cold waOn almost every street corner,
ter. In the summer time, too, there
crowds of people stood and gazed skyis the trouble of the water becoming
ward. On roof tops and in windows of
so warm that it ceases to be refreshoffice buildings people engaged in this
ing. The thermos bottle fountain,
practice. Few knew
same
which has been recently patented, is
what they were looking at, but that
said to keep the water in a desirable
didn't matter. It was quite the proper
condition at any time of the year. It
thing to look at the sky and at the
ZjWwP'
is a double receptacle with a dead air A i
same time look wise.
space between them, which retards the
Then some wiseacre in the crowd
water from imparting its heat or ventured the information that the cause of all the excitement was a star, an
warmth, as the case may be. This unusually brilliant star, which could be seen quite plainly in the heavens
fountain is made in the shape of the notwithstanding the bright sunlight.
ordinary cylindrical kettle, but it is
"What's the crowd looking at?" asked a reporter.
supplied with a square handle, which
"A star is out later than usual. Rather interesting occurrence," replied
prevents it from rolling when it has the wiseacre.
been placed on the ground.
"I'd tetter investigate," remarked the reporter. "This guy might be string'
ing me."
Swine Lose Vigor.
reporter to an obliging telephone girl
1534,"
said
the
"Let's have West
Breeding swine that are kept con- a few minutes later, and before long he was talking with Professor Hall at
fined in small houses and curtailed as the National observatory. From him it was learned that the star was Venus,
to daily exercise will inevitably decline alias the morning star, alias the evening star.
in that superb vigor which makes
As. a rule Venus is In line with the sun during the daylight hours and
to
able
them better
résist disease and cannot be Been, but at that time she was farther away than usual and could
transmit constitutional strength to readily be discerned.
,
their progeny.

Star

at a

sight-seein-

sky-gazin-

SrpfOfzT

Thermos Poultry Fountain.
mos bottle, and by its use the water
supply in the barnyard is kept cool
In summer and reasonably warm in
winter. This solves one of the great
difficulties of the chicken yard. In the
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Frank Seidel returned

Mills is becom
ing an expert with his new Ford
car. He manages to get to Koy
almost every day now just for

x REPORT
Roy

joy it.

Wed-

'

nesday from a visit in Oklahoma,
Mrs, W. M. Patterson and her
He says he is veay glad to get
brother-in-laMr. Hite were in
back- and wouldn't trade his
arid ordered sale bills.
Monday
claim here lot two sections there
Mrs. Patterson will dispose of
her personal property and go
G. R. Abernathy brought in
East for the rest of the winter.
"Home-GrownCorn-Fe-

j

Resources

J. W. George was called to
Oklahoma Saturday to the bedside oJ a dying brother. He left
Steve Morris in charge oi his
stock on the Sheltren ranch during his absence which will be of
several weeks duration.

$25,779.37

Capital,

xiiiiiuuu 'Vj.cvjri.itui a new uauj
has been very ill and the young
parents haue almost despaired of
its life the past week. It is a

The above is
C. L.

correct,

Justice,

carefully and
when you have
business in our
and Want
-

Sécunty
Courteous
f

cUlQ
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Intelligent
Treatment1
Come
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Koy

ROY
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throughout the touairj.

More Than He Needed.
"At tins end of five hours and a hall,
if you are In town." said the judge,
"you will be arrested on the same
charge." "You may have five hours
of that back," said the lawbreaker, "I
can get
with the 30 minutes."

ang
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Deputy State Game Warden

American Prints, Best

Hunting Licenses Executed
Everybody desiring to carry a gun for any purpose
must secure a Hunting License whether he hunts on
his own property or elsewhere.

Quality, in Great Variety
of Colors &nd Patterns- -

J

i arat

Cashier,

Small Source of National Wealth.
Brazil owes her weakh in ooifee to
a monk who planted two
in a
monastery gardsn in lUo ds Janeiro
in 1754, w henea the ykiiHs cpreaó

eeics Oii

read it

Trust and
Savings Ba.iAk,
Th9

Penalty of Fame.
A famous man can't have a cold
without the whole world flndi y It
out. Toledo Blade.

To the Public For

port

$103,518.46

$118,630.33

And the Lie Nine Hundred.
The principal difference between a
cat and a lie is that a cat has only
nine lives. Mark Twain.

read our Re-- .

111.87

Deposit,

little better.

o

$15,000.00

Cashier's Checks

IW e are urrerm;

AP

25,375.00

Liabilities

of

Two

18 82

$118,630.33

by permission rather than
consent of the Doctor

Peni-tenaiar- y

$07,457.14

and Fixtures,
Cash and Due from Banks,

Beef and Hog to the Davis
Market. Both animals were as
John Brockman returned Monfine as can be grown anywhere day and is trying school again.
and Roy people are apereciating He is stretching a point and oom-in- g

Among the State Publications
we h,aye received this week is the
Report of the New Mexico
by the Warden. The
report indicates it is a nice place
(of the" kind) and we are naturally
interested in it.

ynii
j

Loans and Discounts, '
Overdrafts,
Real Estate. Furniture

d

them.

bank

1

w,
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Trust akd Savings

At the Close of Business
Decembeu 31st, 1911.
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Of the Condition of the

the pleasuse of driving it and
his friends are helping him en-
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Dr. S. Locke, D, D.S.
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Before these Bargains and Others are Exhausted.
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to do your Dental work.
Dependable Work at Reasonable Pricey.
Teeth Extracted Without Pain.

Office with Dr. M. D. GIBBS.

o

THE

AN EPITOPE OF
LATE LIVE NEWS
RECORD

CONDENSED

OF

THE

PROGRESS OF EVENTS AT
HOME AND ABROAD.

FROM ALL SOURCES
SAYINGS,

D O I N Q

8, ACHIEVE-

MENTS, SUFFERINGS, HOPES
AND FEARS OF MANKIND.
Weatern Newspaper Union New Bervlc.

ABOUT THE WAR.

French troopa in Morocco at the hands of the insurgents is
reported in a dispatch from Madrid.
In the midst of the snows of the Carpathians the two armies are still contending for the passes which lead into
A defeat for

'

Hungary.
It is officially announced that Lieutenant Colonel Kemp and his force of
Boer rebels have surrendered to the
British forces.
The Austrians admit the loss of Tar-noGalicia, an important center, possession of which by the Russians insures the main lino of communication
In western Galicia.
The army estimates to which Parliament will devote the first part of the
session give the number of effective
men in the army, exclusive of those
serving in India, as 3,000,000.
At Paris President Poincare signed
a decree opening a credit of 300,000,000
francs ($60,000,000) to meet the most
urgent needs of persons whose prop
erty has been destroyed as a result of
the war.
Russian aviators Feb. 2 successfully
dropped bombs on the mobilized re
serves and trains of the Germans at
Rawa, Zarzeeze and Boguszyce, about
fifty miles southwest of Warsaw, according to an official announcement issued at Petrograd.
Coincident with the arrival at the
front of Emperor Nicholas the Russians have assumed the offensive directly west of Waraw and, according
to a Russian official statement, have
crossed the Bzura river and taken
some German positions.
.

WESTERN.
A slight earth tremor was felt at
Harrisburg, 111., at 1 o'clock. No dam
age was done.
A call has been issued for the eight

eenth annual convention of the American National Live Stock convention to
be held at San Francisco beginning
March 24.
Fourteen of fifteen passengers were
injur ed. some of them seriously, when
the rear coach on train No. 122, Bal
timore & Ohio railroad, jumped the
track one mile east of Beardstown,

ill.
Basilio Ramos, Jr., after a hearing
Tex., before a United
States commissioner on charges of se
ditious conspiracy, was bound over to
the federal grand jury and in default
of bond was sent to jail.
General Villa, who proclaimed him
self provisional president of Mexico,
with his three civil secretaries, left
Aguas Calientes for the south. The
destination of the recently-organize.government is supposed to be Quere- taro, a railroad center north of the national capital.
Frank Anido, Italian, shot and killed
Ills wife while she lay in bed In Des
Moines, la., then turned the revolver
daughter, Fannie,
on his
killing her Instantly, and then shot his
on, aged six, fatally wounding him.

at Brownsville,

d

.

nine-year-ol-

d
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Anidio then cut his own throat with a
TAKES OFF DANDRUFF
razor and is expected to die.
Only one vote was cast against a
bill adopted by the lower house of the
HAIR STOPS FALLING
Oregon Legislature empowering the
industrial welfare commission to permit women employed in canneries to Girls! Try This Makes Hair Thick,
work more than nine hours a day and
Glossy, Fluffy, Beautiful No
more than fifty-fou- r
hours a week
More Itching Scalp.
when emergencies exist.

Constipation
Vanishes Forever

Prompt ReliefPermanent Cura
tAKltK'5 LlllLt

LIVER PILLS never
fad. Purely vegeta- - M

act surely
RADTFDt
but gently on g
ivniiikiw
tne liver.
WDm i
Stop
after jry
Within
appliten
an
minutes
r i i Mil
after
WASHINGTON.
disdinner
cation of Danderlne you cannot find a
tresscure
Champ Clark was renominated for single trace of dandruff or falling hair
and your scalp will not itch, but what improve the complexion, brighten the eyes.
speaker of the House.
Thomas B. Stearns of Denver was will please you most will be after a SMALL FILL, SMALL DU5E, SMALL FK1CE
one of twelve men recommended: by few weeks' use, when you see new
Genuine must bear Signature
the nominating committee for election hair, fine and downy at firstyes but
as Clicctors of the Chamber of Com really new hair growing all over the
Bcalp.
merce of the United States.
A little Danderlne immediately douOver a strenuous protest from Ma bles
the beauty of your hair. No difPARKER'S
jority Leader Underwood the House, ference
how dull, faded, brittle and
HAIR BALSAM
in passing the naval appropriation bill, scraggy, just moisten a cloth with
A toilet preparation of merit.
Help, to eradicate dandruff.
retained provision for the construction Danderlne
and carefully draw It
' 1 f or Restoring Color and
of two new dreadnoughts.
1,
iDMutjrtolsrayorradedrULir.
through your hair, taking one small
60o. and L00 at Druggtota,
With an increase of $4,489,300 over strand at a time. The effect is amathe bill as it passed the House, the zingyour hair will be light, fluffy and
Saw No Reason to Choose.
Senate commerce committee reported wavy, and have an appearance of
Eph had long boasted that he
Uncle
the rivers and harbors appropriation abundance; an incomparable luster,
never
had
needed the service of a docbill, carrying a total of $38,627,880.
softness and luxuriance.
now he was ill and his neightor,
but
By unanimous vote the Senate elecGet a 25 cent bottle of Knowlton's bor felt that the time had come to.
tions committee recommended inves- Danderlne from any store, and prove call a physician.
,
tigation of senatorial campaigns in that your hair is as pretty and soft
Eph," said she,
now,
"Come,
Uncle
Pennsylvania and Illinois and in any as any that it has been neglected or
"we will call whomever you wish
other states where charges of corrup- Injured by careless treatment that's you know
there's a good allopath and
tion have been made.
all you surely can have beautiful hair a good homeopath. Now, whlch'llyou
Assistant Secretary of the Interior and lots of it If you will just try a lit- have?"
Jones informed Congressman Seldom- - tle Danderlne. Adv.
"Wal," drawled Uncle Eph, "I dunno
ridgeof Colorado that his department
ez it matters they do say that all
is preparing legislation for the adepaths lead to the grave." t A Puzzler.
quate relief of desert land entrymen
type
Indulges
in
who
youth
of
The
to be introduced In the next (sixty- - loud clothes and a hat forced back
fourth) Congress which begins March over his ears dropped into
the dental
fourth.
chair.
Although defeated in their attempts
"I'm afraid to give him gas," said
in the House to repass the Immigra- the dentist to his assistant.
FEVERISH
tion bill over President Wilson's veo
"Why?"
on account of the restrictive literacy
"How can I tell when he's uncontest provision, champions of the meas- scious?" Philadelphia Public Ledger. Look, Mother! If tongue is
ure declared that the fight for the procoated, give "California
posed legislation would be renewed in
BAD
WHEN
ACT
KIDNEYS
Congress.
the next
Syrup of Figs."
TAKE GLASS OF SALTS
Cooperation between business and
Children love this "fruit laxative,"
the government is framing laws for
nothing else cleanses the tender
and
the benefit of all the people was urged Eat Less Meat If Kidneys Hurt or You stomach, liver and bowels so nicely.
by President Wilson in an address beHave Backache or Bladder Misery
A child simply will not stop playing
Meat! Forms Uric Acid.
representative
hundred
fore several
empty the bowels, and the result In
to
business men attending the annual
they
become tightly clogged with
No man or woman who eats meat waste,
convention of the Chamber of Comliver gets sluggish, stomach
merce of the United States. He de- regularly can make a mistake by flush- sours, then your little one becomes
clared that "we must all pool our in- ing the kidneys occasionally, says a cross, half-sicfeverish, don't eat,
authority.
Meat forms sleep or act naturally,
terests" in order to discover the best
breath is bad,
means for handling public problems. uric acid which clogs the kidney pores system full of cold, has sore throat,
The United States Supreme Court so they sluggishly filter or strain only stomach-ach- e
or diarrhoea. Listen,
part of the waste and poisons from Mother! See tongue
has handed down a decision which in
is coated, then
if
you get sick. Nearly
give a teaspoonful
all likelihoód will end the use of the the blood, then
"California
of
trouSyrup of Figs," and in a few hours all
Mann white slave act for purposes of all rheumatism, headaches, liver
In holding Clara Holte ble, nervousness, constipation, dizzi- the constipated waste, sour bile and
blackmail.
guilty of conspiring to violate that ness sleeplessness, bladder disorders undigested food passes out of the system, and you have a well child again.
law, the highest tribunal of the land come torn sluggish kidneys.
The moment you feel a dull ache In
Millions of mothers give "California
ruled as requested by the Department
of Justice some weeks ago, when it the kidneys or your back hurts, or if Syrup of Figs" because it is perfectly
asked that a woman who consents to the urine is cloudy, offensive, .full of harmless; children love it, and It nevbe transported from one state to sediment, irregular of passage or at" er fails to act on the stomach, liver
another for immoral purposes shall be tended by a sensation of scalding, get and bowels.
About four ounces of Jad Salts from
Ja.sk at the store for a
held guilty of conspiracy.
bottle
any reliable pharmacy and take a of "California Syrup
of Figs," which
tablespoonful in a glass of water be- has full directions
for babies, children
SPORT.
fore breakfast for a few days and your of all ages and for grown-up- s
plainly
kidneys will then act fine. This fa- printed on the bottle. Adv.
Johnny Dundee left New York for mous salts Is made from
the acid of
New Orleans, where he is scheduled to grapes and lemon juice, combined with
Farmer Corntossel's Idea.
box twenty rounds with Joe Mandot ithia and has been used for genera"What
do you want with all those
Feb. 14.
tions to flush clogged kidneys and hammocks and phonograph records
Injuries suffered in a basketball stimulate them to activity, also to neu- and fancy groceries?" asked the storegame at Wichita Falls, Tex., caused tralize the acids in urine so it no keeper. "Going to
have summer boardthe death of'Cortez Waggoner, a high longer causes irritation, thus ending ers?"
school student.
bladder disorders.
"No," said Farmer Corntossel. "I
John Powers, former Chicagoan, il
Jad Salts Is inexpensive and cannot wouldn't waste all them on summer
was announced in Chicago, has pur- injure; makes a delightful efferves- boarders. I'm goin' to try to make the
chased the holdings of Tom Stevens cent lithia-wate- r
drink which all reg- place attractive enough to persuade
and Henry Berry in the Los Angeles ular meat eaters should take now and a few farm hands to linger around
Pacific Coast League Club.
then to keep the kidneys clean and an' help me out with the wheat crop."
open
League
the blood pure, thereby avoiding sewill
its
The American
1915 campaign on Wednesday, April rious kidney complications. Adv.
The meek may inherit the earth
15, with Chicago at St. Louis, Clevesome day, but the other fellow has a
The Right Place.
mortgage on it right now. '
land at Detroit, New York at Wash'"I can't, find any bank willing to
ington and Boston at Philadelphia.
Eugene Corrl, official referee of the finance my aerial scheme."
Oraaalaled Eyelids.
"Why not try a bank of clouds?"
Sporting Club of London, Eng., has
Eyes inflamed by expo-w3l
IT&
been agreed upon as referee for the
8ufe t0 gBlt Dos anj W
Red Cross Bae Blue makes the laundress
qnicklyrelievedbyMurlnt
fight between Jack Johnson and Jess happy,
makes clothes whiter than snow.
EycRemedy.NoSmarting,
Willard at Juarez, Méx., March 6, ac- All good grocers. Adv.
Eye Comfort
At
4
Just
cording to an announcement made at
SOc per Bottle. Marine Eyt
Druggist's
Your
Mexico City by the promoter of the
If a man marries a widow it's be- SalveinTubes25c.ForBookoftbeEyeFreeask
fight
cause she originated the thought
Druggists or Murine Eye Bemedy Co.. Chicas
Die
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EXQUISITE MODEL FOR A FALL
EVENING GOWN.

mamm
Detail of the Present Mode
Contained In the Accompanying
Design Favorite Black and
White Are the Colors.

Every

1
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The model illustrated today is typical of the fall evening gowns. Dainty
and feminine looking, there is a very
obvious dignity about it that marks it
WASHINGTON. Congress has been asked by the bureau, of fisheries of the for the new order of things and encommerce for an appropriation of $2,500 annually to cover
the salary of a family physician for all the domesticated fishes of the United hances its charm to a degree.
Since black and black and white
States It has been estimated by fish
experts in the employ of the government that epidemics among infant fish

Fish

Doctor Wanted for Government Hatcheries

.

at government hatcheries cost more
than $1,000,000 a year. These epidem-

ics usually occur among fish less than
six months of age, and the damage
worked by disease is greatly Increased
when the adult value of the fish Is
taken into consideration.
For $2,500 a year, officials of the
bureau say they can obtain the services of a fish pathologist, whose train
ing has made him an expert in diseases of the finny youngsters.
Once the $2,500 is secured, it is proposed to retain a male fish pathologist
who has made a life Work of one of the strangest paths of scientific endeavor
known. There are barely a score of recognized fish pathologists in the United
States at the present time, it is said, and one of the possible sources of difficulty the government may experience is the employment of such an expert
at a salary of only $2,500 a year. He will be required to make his headquarters at Washington and receive here the reports of threatened outbreaks of
epidemics at government hatcheries In any part of the country.
It is not particularly well known to the general public that trout and
salmon are greatly troubled with a disease which in the human being would
be considered somewhat close to a goitre. This is a swelling of the thyroid
gland in the throat of a salmon or a trout, which soon becomes apparent by
a swelling of ,the throat, and eventually results in the death of the afflicted
fish. At the present there is no known remedy for the disease, and it is to
begin a study of this and similar ailments that the fish doctor is needed.

IN

GREAT VARIETY

All Descriptions and Shades Called In.
to Use Both for Girdles and

..Trimmings.
Rich satin, faille and moire ribbons
are used for girdles and hat trimmings. Girdles are either plain, of
striped broche, or a combination of
ribbons. Velvet brocades have entire
velvet figures, or satin flowers outlined with velvet. Velvet stripes appear in dark, rich roman ribbons.
Many rich ribbons are very dark,
such shades as dark brown, navy, purple, mahogany,' russian and stem
greens, etc., and are blended with hair
lines of black, yellow, scarlet, pale
blue and green satin, or one wide one
of black satin. Girdles and sashes oí
brocade have a rich effect with a plain
colored gown. For evening or dancing
gowns rich satin girdles are worn, and
fancy stripes set off a simple Berge
or cotton dress. Soft finished ribbons
are used for crush girdles.
Tinsel ribbons heavy with gold or
silver scrolls or flowers are very handsome and are Used for girdles or for
collar, vest or cuffs. Ribbon tassels
of black ribbon are fur tipped and
used as a coquettish finish on some of
the close turbans worn tipped sharply
on the side.

FOR

KNITTING

OR

CROCHET

,

Many Eligible Bachelors

'

Mili

in the National Capital

has a long list of eligible bachelors. Among them is the
Justice of the Supreme court, Judge McReynolds. However, he is by no means a misogamist. He is fond of the society of girls and
likes to do nice things for them and
pay them little attentions. The third
postmaster-general-

,

Alexan-

der Dockery, is another bachelor. At
his home in Missouri he is a political
force. He .was' at one time governor
of the state.
There is also John Barrett, director of the
union. He is
a man of some means, with a taste
for society.
The presence of the diplomatic
corps in Washington naturally means
the presence of a host of young attaches, not all eligible, perhaps, but dear to
the heart of the debutante and the hostess. And there are bíx foreign ministers here who are bachelors namely, Don Roberto Brenes Mesen from
Costa Rica, Mehdi Khan from Persia, Dr. Alberto Membreno from Honduras,
Dr. Carlos Manuel de Céspedes from Cuba, Viscount d'Alte from Portugal and
Constantin Brun from Denmark.
The senate has a full allowance of bachelors, and the house bristles with
them. Moreover,, an unusual number of army and navy bachelors now occupy positions of trust and importance in the national capital.
Pan-Americ-

Finger-Pri-

System Proves Useful to the Army

nt

GEORGE ANDREWS, as adjutant general of the army, has
BRIG. GEN.
a report to the war department In regard to the successful operasystem of identification in the detection of military
tion of the finger-prin- t
offenders. At present, he says, the

jShl J

adJutant general's office has on file
the flner-prin- t
records of 202,244 in- y?T'3fN a?)?
dividuals who are now or had been
. M?íl
previously enlisted in the army.
During the past fiscal year 467
cases of fraudulent enlistment of former deserters, general prisoners and
others were discovered through the
finger-prin- t
system. During the preceding year the number of cases of
fraudulent
enlistment
discovered
through that system was 256, and during the fiscal year 1912 the number was 337.
"This office," says General Andrews, "has identified by means of this system dead men who were former soldiers and whose identity could not be satisfactorily established in any other way, as well as civil offenders who sought
to evade arrest for their crimes by enlisting in the army under assumed
names, and soldiers who left impressions of their fingers while in the act of
committing some serious offense.
records and photo"It; is undoubtedly true that the use of finger-prin- t
graphs has deterred criminals from attempting to enter the army for the
purpose of escaping detection and arrest by the civil authorities."
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Its Material.
Our sketch shows a useful bag of
a very novel nature that can be carried out with the aid of a remnant of
almost any strong material and that
is convenient to use and easy to make.
t
It can be prepared in any size
requirements
of the, owner,
the
and consists of a broad band of material, lined with sateen and bound
at the edges with narrow ribbon.
The side pieces are made of soft
satin gathered into a little frill at the
top and they are semicircular in shape
and sewn on to the edges of the center piece. The handles are made of
s
silk cord attached to small
fastened on to the sides of the bag
with tabs of ribbon. To open it the
handles have merely to be pulled
apart, and the bag can then be laid
almost fiat upon the table so that the
whole of the contents will be exposed
and any article it may contain selected
in a moment
To make the tabs for fastening on
the rings, cut a short piece of ribbon
to-sui-

WASHINGTON

assistant

Novel and Easily Made Bag, Which
Requires Only Remnants for

Black. Lace is Back in Favor.

key-ring-

effects are so modish this season,
black lace has been brought Into favor once again, especially chantllly.
Black laces have in genera) been out
of the reckoning, but now it is just
the thing for long transparent tunics,
and there is a variety of ways of using it.
The illustrated evening gown shows
a chantilly tunic effectively bordered
with white fur. The body part of the
corsage and the
tunic
are of black chiffon velour ornamented with circles of smoked pearl
beads. The V decolletage allows a
glimpse of white malines folded over
the .bust, and there is a little flaring
collar of the same at the back. Chantilly is again employed in the sleeves,
and these, too, are bordered with a
narrow white fur banding. The lace
tunic veils a white taffeta skirt, which
is completed below the length of the
tunic with black chiffon velours, bordered, in turn, with the white fur.
A recent twist of this idea of the
lace tunic substitutes a net foundation built upon with flounces of lace,
wide or narrow, or it may be that the
net is crossed and recrossed with lace
insertions, finished about its lower
edge with: a wide self hem, or with
a broad band of black velvet or taffeta. Velvet ribbon is playing an important part in the decorative schemes
of both day and evening dresses as a
tunic border.
short-pouche- d

into points at both ends, then pass one
end through the ring, fold the ribbon
and sew it together" at the edges. It
can afterward be sewn In place upon
the side of the bag and the handle
tied on in the manner shown in the
sketch.

Plan.
A young woman who was making
Chantilly Capes.
some soft cushions and comforts found
Capes of chantilly, (ornamented with that the cotton filling that she was usembroidery, are formed in loose sacks, ing had become slightly damp. This
dark blue, silver and deep red appear- made it difficult to thrust the needle
ing In the stitchery. Sometimes the through in tying the comfort, so she
chantilly is mounted over a cape of placed the cotton in the oven to dry
black tulle for young girls. They are and become slightly browned. As s
just little sacks with kimono sleeves, result it became very light and fluffy
the long frqnts turned Under and and held its fluffiness. Treated this
caught into the belt; this makes a way it holds its resilience, and does
pretty little addition to a dress.
not mat and pack down.
.
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Offer at PUBLIC AUCTION, át my Ranch Eight
Miles North of ROY, U
of Mills, N.M. on- I will

S-- E.
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Sale to begin at 10 O'clock A. M. Sharp. The
described Property
tó-w- it

"II

attle

f

Consisting of 9 Milch Cows, 1 giving milk 8 fresh in the Spring,
1
1 yearling steers,
d
4 yearling heiffers, 2
HP
WoivKf 9 inn
1
orJ
lOFSeS, i Good gentle BURRO.
two-yr-ol-

two-yr-ol-

d-

wo W
One D rood

F

KJ

'UWJ farrow m May.

e

I

SI

Good 3in. Farm Wagon, Cultivator, Buffgv,
ness, Set Single Driving Harness.

GRAIN

HAY

Go-Dev-

Set Work Har- -

il

FEED

&

300 lbs. Millet Seed, 30 Tons of Bundle Cane in stack,
Hay, 1 ton Millet.

10 Tons Vaga

Two Dozen Chickens
Frame House, 12X14 ft. Barn 14X20
Household and Kitchen Furniture
And other articles too numerous to mention.

M

A Credit of 8 Months time will be given on all Sums over $10.00, Purchaser giving
Bankable note or approved Security without interest if Daid when due. If not paid
J when due to bear 12 percent interest from Date of sale. $10,00 and under-- - CASH

No Property to be removed until settled for.

Mrs, Wo M
Col. F.

ID

ttérsbn

0. WHITE, Auctioneer.
Legal Bill of Salé given with all Property.

THE

Kill
OOD morning," said

V

the

floor--I

walker, leaning over the coun-- 1
"
ter In order to be better able
3l to talk to the girl behind It
H,
"How do vcm feel on this lov
Ml era' day. eh?"
She looked up with a start,
M J
P)
anil hftHtilv MA her hands be- hind her. "My, how you star
Why, I feel all right"
tled me!
"What's that you've got behind
you?" the floorwalker interrupted.
"That? Oh, that's nothing. Just an
zchange slip to be signed," she replied glibly, bringing her right hand
forward as proof of her assertion.
"Let me see the other hand," suggested the floorwalker.
"Won't one hand do?" she parried.
"No, must see them both," he said
,

r

firmly.

"Well, there, then," and she thrusi
forward an empty hand.
"You dropped something behind
you," cried the floorwalker, triumphantly.
"You hare too many eyes," she
pouted, stooping to pick up what
she had dropped. It proved to be .a
valentine, and the floorwalker snickered.
"Jove! I thought that by the time
a girl got to be twenty plus she was
over that kind of foolishness."
"A girl Is never too old to enjoy
being made love to," she retorted.

SPANISH-AMERICA-

1 thought you Just said that a girl
always liked to be made love to," the
floorwalker objected.
She withered him with a glance.
"But she has other things to think of,
once in awhile, Billy, except being
made love to. Once a year, you know,
in Lent, she gets very religious, and
centers her, mind on things not of
the world. As you value her affection, don't attempt to make love to
her in the penitential season. But
you may start in again bright and
early Easter morning. Also, don't make
love to her Just after she has decided
upon her 'career.' She'll get over that
in time, but you must let the malady
run its course."
"I suppose these times you have
been telling me about are Just exceptions to the rule?"
"The exceptions which prove the
rule, you mean," she corrected. "A
girl enjoys being made love to, but
her moods are never to be depended
on."
"Except on St Valentine's day," he
put in.
"Except on St. Valentine's day," she
echoed, gazing sentimentally at the
valentine. "Such a beautiful sentiment
" 'All éay longr, sweet Valentine,

N.

"SIZED UP" THE STATESMAN
Senator Took It as Compliment That
He Was "Touched" for More
Than Colleague.

'01

Til IS

'S

SICKNESS

Senators Shlvely and Kern of Indiana recently met a constituent from Quickly Yielded To Lydia E.
Elmwood. He saw Kern first. "I've
Pinkham's Vegetable
read about you and followed you ever
Compound.
since you have been in public life,"
said the Elmwood man. "I've taken
CrIdgeton,N.J.-- wI want to thank yoa
my political pabulum from you all
these years. I've voted for you every A thousand times for the wonderful
good Lydia E. Pink- time I had the chance. Will you lend
hams Vegetable
me a dollar?"
Compound has done
He got it The next day, according
me. I suffered
for
to the Philadelphia Inquirer's Washvery
much from a
ington correspondent, Kern came on
female trouble. I
the scene Just as Shively was leaving
had bearing down
the Elmwood man. "Who is that?" inmains, was irregular
quired Kern.
and at times could
"Oh, a constituent of mine from Elmardly walk across
wood. He's been a follower of mine
the room.
I was
throughout my political career and he
to do my
able
. .
voted for me whenever he had the
t 1 .T
i .
oouseworK or attend io my d&dj i was
chance."
soweak. Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
"How much did he borrow?" was Compound did me a world of good, and
Kern's cruel query.
Dow I am strong and healthy, can do my
"Fifty cents," replied Shively, with work and tend my baby. I advise all
a slight upward turn of the eyebrows. suffering women to take it and get
"Well," drawled Kern, "that fellow well as I did." Mrs. Fannie Coopeb,
is smarter than I thought he was. He B.F.D., Bridgeton, N.J.
I sing- to tell this love of mine;
Accept this heart, a token, dear.
can tell the difference between a dolLydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable ComOf love that lives from year to year.' " lar senator and a
t
one."
pound, made from native roots and
"Rubbish!" pronounced the floor
herbs, contains no narcotic or harmful
walker. "And you mean to tell m
WHITE
SOFT
HANDS
holds the record of
drugs, and y
that that is the kind of stuff girli
remedy for
successful
most
being
the
like?"
Most
thousands
Under
Use
You
If
Conditions
and
of,
know
ilia
we
female
"Why not?" she asked, with a touch
file in the
on
testimonials
Cutlcura.
Free.
Trial
of
voluntary
of defiance. "It's not so much the
Lynn,
Mass.,
laboratory
at
Pinkham
It
way in which it is expressed, as
Soap
seem
prove
this
to
to
The
cleanse and purify, the
fact
is In the thought which lies behind (
Ointment to soothe and heal. Nothing
has been the standyears
For
thirty
it
it"
Probably better or more effective at any price ard remedy for female ills, and has re"Thought, fiddlesticks!
came from some kind of a vapid mind than these fragrant supercreamy emol- stored the health of thousands of women
treatment will test who have been troubled with such ail
that never knew any real thoughts. lients. A
In
them
severest
the
forms of red, ments as displacements, inflammation,
Why, don't you know what this kind
ulceration, tumors, irregularities, etc.
rough,
chapped
sore
and
hands.
.
of stuff is worth?"
Sample
by
Book.
free
with
each
mail
"How should I know?" flippantly. "1
If you want special adrice
Address postcard, Cutlcura, Dept. XY, write to Lydia E. Pinkham Med
don't run a magazine."
icine Co., (confidential) Lynn,
He paid no attention to this remark, Boston. Sold everywhere. Adv.
Mass. Your letter will be opened,
continuing his discourse as if noth
All He Had.
ing had happened. "It's nothing but
read and answered by a woman
"They say that money is tight."
conventional rubbish, and doesn't
"It must be. All I've got is a little and held In strict confidence.
mean any more than the things a loose change."
W. N. U., DENVER, NO.
young fellow is expected to say and
does say between the dances. It
doesn't mean any more than what a
Bnrope ti buying thousands of horses from the United States for the war. The
man says under the Influence of
army agents refuse all horses that are not In good condition and free from con
mator,
moonlight,
music and
ior that
taglons and Infectious diseases. When the buyers come you must be ready to
sell. Keep YOUR horses In salable condition, prerent and cure Distemper.
ter, any more than what a girl insinuPink Bye, Bplzootio, Catarrhal and Shipping Jferer by using the largest selling
,
remedy
veterinary
ates with her eyes when she knows
SPOHM'S DISTEMPER COMPOUND.
she is looking particularly well It's
Absolutely safe for all ages. One bottle cores a case. 60 cents and 11 the bottle,
16 and 110 the doxen. Write for free booklet, "Distemper, Causes and Cure."
bred In the bone to be foolish and sen
SPOHN MEDICAL COMPANY, Chemists and Bacteriologists. GOSHEN, INDIANA
tlmental at certain stages of the game,
and we Just can't help It"
No Criterion.
SBIP
"I think you are perfectly horrible,"
James Larkin, the Dublin syndicalshe murmured, her eyes still on the ist, says in his picturesque and figura- YOUR
TO US FOR BEST RESULTS
valentine. "Don't people ever mfean tive way to a New York reporter:
what they say?"
newspaper
by
its CHEAP
"Never judge a
RATEO
"Yes, but even after he has pro- ads, my boy. Never judge á girl by
LIBERAL LOANS MADE WRITE US
posed you mustn't expect him to keep her looks. Above all, never judge a
to the same state of ardent wooing man by his clothes, for the handsomall the time. Before you are married est uniforms will invariably be found 118 W. SOUTH WATER ST.. CHICAGO
he will tell you that when you dance farthest from the firing line."
you are as light as a feather, but afterward he will tell you that you are
Natural history neglects to inform
like a ton of coal. He will swear that us that the female elephant requires is constantly growing in favor because it
your every wish shall be his, and you a larger trunk than the male.
Does Not Stick to the Iron
will find the cold reality to be the
and it will not injure the finest fabric. Fof
necessity of cringing to him. For For the treatment of colds, sore throat, laundry purposes it has no equal. 16 ox.
awhile nothing will be too good for etc., Dean's Mentholated Cough Drops give package 10c 3 more starch for same money.
5c at all good Druggists.
DEFIANCE STARCH CO.. Omaha, Nebraska
you, and then you will suddenly wake sure relief
up to the fact that, he is the head
A woman's work is never finished
near from owner of good farm
117 A MTr fi
of the house, and that you are merely
1
for ale. Bend description and
Wrll
man.
some
to
trying
reform
is
if
she
price. HorthiTMUra BuImm 4fa7,Iept,MJuMpolUlHlaa.
a part of the furniture, as it were. I
tell you, a girl is foolish if she pays
cure, liquor, drag
Wanted Patients for drngless kleptomania.neur-asthenlYou can't be happy unless you make bablts,
any particular attention to these valmental, nervous diseases,
Dr.
St.BMwr, Mm.
diabetes. Colemu,
entines, or to tlie vows that lovers others happy.
marriage."
make before
n
The girl behind the counter set her Twenty-fiv- e
lips In an obstinate line. "You are
Jealous, that's what's the matter with
litiy
you," she declared. "If you weren't,
5 Passenger
you wouldn't think of talking like that
say
And I still
that the expression
CM
doesn't matter; it's the thought behind It that counts. And even if a
man ceases to pay you compliments,
that doesn't go to prove that he
GRAY & DAVIS
doesn't still care for you. Still waElectric Lights
ter runs deep, you know."
; The floorwalker shrugged his shouland Starter
ders. "I always said there was no Greatest hill climber; 28 to 80 miles on 1 gallon gasoline. 10,000 miles on one set of tires.
arguing with a woman. A woman Stewart Speedometer, one man top, 106 Inch wheel base, 82x3tt lneb tires, weight 1,600 pounds.
convinced against her will you know METZ and CAKTERCAH Distributors for Colorado, New Mexico and Wyoming.
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fifty-cen-
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HORSES FOR EUROPE

BROOM CORN

?5ce

COYNE BROTHERS

.

DEFIANCE STARCH

"Let's See the Other Hand."
"and, in fact, the older she gets the
more she likes it."
"Always? Now, I have known girls
to snap you off, and tell you not to be
silly, and to declare that they hated

soft fellows.'"
"That's because you didn't pay your
compliment at the right time, at the
psychological moment, so to speak,"
she replied. "You probably told them
how pretty they looked when they
were rigged out in their oldest clothes,
preparatory to doing some houseclean-Ing- .
Now, you should never try to
tolly a girl unless she can really flatter herself that there may be some
truth in what you say, after all Never
miss an opportunity like the first
swearing of a new dress to tell her
what a charmer she is, and don't let
the occasion slip by on which she
wearB that favorite pink waist of hers.
In other words, catch her in the
mood."
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Horse Power
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$600

the rest"

THE COLORADO OARTERCAR COMPANY. 1636 BROADLIVE AGENTS WANTED,
WAY. DENVER. COLORADO.
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Notice of Sale of
School Bonds
Public notice is hereby Riven that
school district number thirty three, to
wit, the school district of Roy, in the
county of Mora, State of New Mexico
has issued bonds for the puipose of
building a school houe in said district by and through the Board of
School Directors thereof, .duly authorized by a majority of the qualified
electors of said district, at a lawful
election duly called by said Board of
School Directors. The total amount
of said bond issue being three thousand dollars, in denominations of
live hundred dollars each, due twenty
years after date, and redeemable at
the pleasure of the said school district
at any time after ten years, drawing
interest at the rate of six per cent per
annum, interest payable
at the county Treasurer's office at
Mora, New Mexico. The said bonds
being1 given in the name of said school
district, and being duly signed by the
chairman of said board of school directors, countersigned by the clerk
'thereof, approved by the County Sup-- :
erintendent of Schools and counter- signed by, the Treasurer and
Collector of taxes of said county of
Mora, and delivered to said County
Treasurer-an- d
his receipt given to
said board of school directors therefor.
Notice is further given that the said
bonds will be sold to the highest bidder therefor, but that none of said
bonds will be sold for less than ninety
cents on the dollar. Bids will be received by the undersigned at Mora.
New Mexico, for the purchase of said
bonds up to March second, twelve
o'clock P. M., of said day. A. D.
semi-annual-

ly

'NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior.
Land Office at Clayton, N.

U. S.

Jan.

Department of the Interior.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe N.' M..

M.

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N.M
Richard
hereby
given that
Notice is
Jan 'fith 1915.
A Pendleton of Roy N.M'.. who on
is
given
Notice hereby
that Lee P.
1909, made HE.0233G Ádl. Beck of Mosquero N.M.
who, on
Sec. 12
Serial No. 09554 for
1912,
made HE Serial No.
Twp. 20N. Rng, 25E. and Lots 1 and 2 014451 Add'l. 010497 for NEJ;
J
Section 7 Twp. 20N Rng 26 K and Add! SEi-SSec 4, Twp
Sec.5, SWJ-NW- J
Lots 3 and 4 and W StfJ Section 7 18NRng(29E. N.M. P. Meridian has
Twp 20 N., Range 26E. N. M. P. filed notice of intention to make final
Meridian has filed notice of intention three year proof, to establish claim to
to make three Year Proof, to establish the land above described, before D, S.
claim to the land above described, be Durrin U. S. Commissioner, at his
U. S. Commissioner F. II office at Sclano N. M.
on the l()th
Foster, at his oííice, at Roy, N. M. day of Mar 1915
on the Kith day of Feb. 1915.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Claimant names as witnesses:
Ed L. Fuller',
John Schneider Robert M Lonsford
J. H. Mahoney
Fred Tinker
Sieven'Mo'Tis, J. D. Davis
F. S. Brown
All of Mosquero N, M.
all of Roy N. M.
Paz Valverde,
Paz Valverde,
Register,
6
Register.
Dec. 30,

11, 1915

Notice is hereby given that Riginia
Delvalle, (Formerly Riginia Ortiz)
of Buyeros, N. M., who, on Oct. 21,
1011 made II E. seerial- No 014051 for
Sec 22 and NEJ-NE- J
Sec 27, Twp 18N Rng.2E NMPM
has filed notice of intention to make 3
Year Proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before
Juanita G. Gonzales U S Commissioner at Gallegos. N M on the 24th day
Feb. '1915.
Claimant names as witnesses.
Allejandro Gutierrez. Naravisa N M
O

10-2-

-

SEi-SWJ- ,;

SJ-S- Ei

1914.

8

EJ-N-

,

3--

6

WJ-SE-

E

fore

Elias Gallegos,
Filadelfo Lobato
Neoo'as Ortiz, of Buyeros, N M
Paz Val verde, Register

3

Notice For Publication

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

10 THE PUBLIC:
The following patents have been in

1--

1- -9

2--

2--

the Clayton Land Office a number of
years, and will be delivered to anyNotice For Publication.
Notick loit Publication.
one sending Final Certificate, or
vVorn statement, that they are the Department of the Interior,
owner of the land in question:
U. S. Land Office at Clayton,.. N. M. Department of the Interior,
&
Land)
TJ. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M
Charles F. Allison, Aztec
Jan. 0, 1915
Cattle company, nine patents, Fred
Notice is hereby given that Max
Jan 6 1915,
Austin, Jose' Nazarioarguello, Benar- M
09
Albert N who oh Dec. 1,
Notice is hereby given that Lee P.
úe Aragón, Heirs of Mariano A. Alar-imade HE Serial no 09885 for NJ-SBeck, heir for the heirs of Thomas M.
Daniel R. Baker, Claud N. Brad29 Twp 21N Rng 28K Beck deceased of Mosquero N. M.
ley, Jim Bramlet,, Elevandro Branch, N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
made HE No. 013570
who on
vloentp C. DeBaca, Cecilio Barelia, intention to make final five year proof
and SE.
Í.
2.3.4,5,6.
for Lots
Burleigh Collins, John T. Carter, to establish claim to the land above
NWi-SE- j
SW1-NEJ
and
NW1
,
Í ..
ITnn - '
11
ivi. ue vuiuuva,
nfutj described, before F. H. Foster U S Section. 1, Township 18 North
uuaaaiuue
Chase,
John, T. Davis, .Madison Commissioner at Roy N.M
Range 28 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has
Emery, Amcl Erickson,.. Timoteo on the day of 24 . Feb 1915.
tiled notice of intention to make three
Tcíin
Garcia,
Agustin
Fresquez,
Claimant names as witnesses:
year Proof, to establish claim to
Grant, Marie Gonzales, Joseph R. Francisco Baca y Sandoval
land above described, before D. S.
Grover, Heirs of Josefa de De Gurule, Mois Bejasques
Fidel Gonzales Durriii,U. S Commissioner, at Solano
Yrcnacio Gonzales, Walter B. Gresh- - Alexandra Gonzales
N, M. on the 10th day of Mar 1915,
am, Jose Gonzales, Margarita Garall of Albert N. M.
.
Claimant names as witnesses;
duña John C. Hull, Harry Hitch
Paz Valverde,
Ed L. Fuller
Robert M. Lonsford
Jo;icpl
Jones,
E.
oock,
James
Register.
Fred Tinker
D.
Davis
J.
B. Johnson, Joseph W. Keller, two
1915.
A1 Of Mosquero N. M.
patents, James M. Lyon, Oligio F.
Charles U. Strong,
Paz Valverde,
ÍUBLICATI0N.
LuFOR
NOTICE
Lojik,
Trinidad
Labato, Albert
;
.Treasurer, and
Register.
Collector for Mora County cero, Nicholas Lujan, Leon Mestas,
'
of
Interior
the
Samuel McMartin, Heirs of Marcela Department
New Mexico.
U S Land Office, Clayton N M
V. Martinez, Mary E. Munns, Walter
J8n. 8, 1915,
Y.' Munns, M(anuel Montoya, Tran
hereby
given that Roman
is
Notice
Mascarenas,
quilino Martinez, Martin
OFFICIAL STATEMENT OF
N M, who, on Sept.
Roy
Demeda-Maestasof
Sandoval
Luciano Martinez.
SCHOOL BOARD
made
Martínez,
Donaciono 11 1911,
Maximiliano
0138(5(5
no.
Said bonds are for the erection of a Maestnsl, Juan Martinez, Deciderio Homestead entrv Seirial
Emilia Romera, Proprietors
SEJ
Sec. 27&
for
new School house and were authorized Montoya, George Miller Charles
J
of Sec 22
and
M.arthy McCarty, Serapio NW1
by a vote of 72 for and 15 against said
Good Meals. 25 cts
Bond issue by the qualified electors of Nieto, .Taylor Presley, Charles H. Twp 19 N Range 25 E,N M P Meridiar
you right
Pruden, Jessie Pate, Edward D. Per-ri- has filed notice of intention to make We feed you well and treat
"said district.
M.
,N.
Roy
Bank,
Edwin B. Perrin, Edward B. three-yea- r
proof to establish claim to Next to the
Proceeds of sale of bonds tobe used
Perrin, Gregorio Quintana, Silbanio the land above described before F H
directly for said purpose,
Value of taxable property in said Roybal, John Ruffertshoeffer, Lor-tt- a Foster, U S Commissioner at his ofArchuleta de Rael, Pablo Ribbal, fice in Roy N M on the 26th. day of
$281,984.00
District,
3
of the lose Leon Romero, Antonio Rivali, Feb. 1915.
Assessed Valuation
'.
$93,980.00 Augustine A. Rivard, Moses R. Stevabove)
Claimant names as witnesses
Total Bonded Indebtedness indud ens, Francisco Sandoval, Francisco
I
- $8,00C.0O Sanchez, Jose M. Masalaz, Juan An- Tealilo Romero Encarmcion Carcia
ing this issue,
Andrew Ebel)
none. dres Sanchez, Heirs of Isabelita San- Alfonso Lucero
Other indebtedness,
4
all of Roy N M
X
Value' of property owned by the chez, Callitano Sena, Manuel J.
Sala-zaMl
A.
Smith,
Win.
Smith,
Leandro
.
$10.000.00
School District,
Paz Valverde, Register
Biton Trujillo, Moses S. Toon,
700
Present populaiion
j jkJtií 'V' a.
Clin-to'- n
B.
M.
Toon,
Tapia,
Grover
Jose
315
School Population (1915)
T H E
Traister, Daniel. C. Traister, Jos.
This Scnool ' district comprises 240
square miles of cultivable land 15 per- Thomas, Telesfor Trujillo, Noberto
cent under' cultivation. There are Vigil, Jose I. Valdez, Richard F. Wil- Geo- Wheeler, Wm. Wright, An
eleven miles of Railway track andPOnJ
WiHar'd, Lula Warinner, Max
feline
one and a half miles of side track
E. Youst.
Weil,
Gilford
Farm land is worth $10.00 per acre
PAZ VALVERDE,
This is strictly a Dry farming country
Register U. S. Land
and not subject to irrigation; The
Office, Clayton, N. M. New Bath Rooms and up to
'bulk of the land has been settled within
tho past five years. The'school Disdate Fixtures.
1904.
We
year
the
in
created
was
trict
AND ALL THE'FAMILY
A modern Barber Shop.
estimate the assessed Valuation of
Corn Cobs $1.00 a load.
Two and a half million readers find it of
tbe District in 1915 will be one third
absorbing interest Everything in it is
Goodman Mercantile Co.,
of $350,000.00.
Written So You Can Understand It
Further information may be had by
W spll 4fm ftflft rnnips pverv month without
giving premiums and have no solicitors. Any
addressing,
Modern Equipment,
newsdealer will show you a copy; or write the
Shoe
and
Harness
Repairing
M
Coil in N.
O. II. Reims, Sec,y.
publisher tor tree sample a postal wm ao,
Largest y
,
Nurses.
N.
M:
Roy,
Graduate
ISc A COPY
$l.SO A YEAR
l nave a new Hit or. tools ana
Ta-foya-
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The Roy
Restaurant
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BARBER SHOiJ
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Weatherill &
Jenkins, Prop s MECHANICS:

MAGAZINE-

For Father and Son

Tucumcari Hospital
X-Ra-

or-.Ch- arles

U

Stiong,

County Treasurer,
Mora, New Mexico,

will do Shoe and Harness repair
Roy N.M.
ing at my residence,
J. J; Cox.

Drs. Noble & Doughty,

TUCUMCARI,

;

:

N.M
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Lord Wimborne, who has succeeded
Lord Aberdeen as viceroy of Ireland,
jfp"'
....
is quite well known in the United
States, having visited this country
several times, his latest trip being
for the purpose of bringing over the
polo team that captured the international cup last summer. Wimborne is
s
not especially popular, though he Is
'
affable, enthusiastic and very ambiJ K
"i
tious. His first visit to America was
when, as Hon. Ivor Guest, he officiated
as best man at the wedding of his
cousin, the duke of Marlborough, to
Consuelo Vanderbilt.
Through his
mother he is descended from the first
duke of Marlborough. On his father's
side, however, his ancestry Is of a
less historic character,' and he is descended from John Guest, a
man, who in the middle of the eighteenth century founded the great Dow
lais iron works, In Glamorganshire,
which still remain in the family, and
constitute
the nrfnfttnn www VV VI WUiU
.
Wimborne's great wealth. His income Is estimated at considerably over a million dollars a year.
Lord Wimborne succeeded to his father's peerage and estates last spring,
shortly before coming to this country with his polo team, and is' married to
Hon. Alice Grosvenor, daughter of Lord Ebury. One of his brothers, Capt
the Hon. Frederick Guest, is married to the daughter of Henry Phipps of
New York, while another brother, the Hon. Lionel Guest, has as wife Flora,
daughter of the late John Bigelow of New York.
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ROUMANIA'S ENGLISH QUEEN
years
After a lapse of twenty-onBritish
of
carefully
plans
the
laid
the
foreign office are bearing most timely
fruit, and today an English princess, a
granddaughter of Queen Victoria, sits
upon the throne of Roumania alongside the new king, Ferdinand I, whose
broken health and weak will make his
title a more than usually empty sham.
But Queen Marie is. every inch a
queen. It has been said of her that
she combines the qualities of Elizabeth of England with the faults of
Catherine of Russia. The truth is that
she is a very beautiful,
woman of nearly
and strong-mindeforty.
She Is the daughter of the duke
of Edinburgh, who later became duke
and her mother
of
was the radiant Grand Duchess Marie
of Russia, the petted child of the
Czar Alexander II. When she was
a mere girl, barely over sixteen, she
was married "for reasons of state" to
his royal highness Prince Ferdinand Victor Albert Mainrad of Hohenzollern-Sigmaringewho four years before had been adopted by his uncle, the
late King Charles I, who had no children, and made crown prince of Roumania.
Marie at twenty one was the mother of three fine children, but she could
not win her husband's love, so she became quite the most dashing royal flirt
in Europe. Then, too late.tthe prince fell madly in love with his wife. Six
children have been born to them, but they have not enjoyed any great degree
of marital felicity. The queen is very fond of her children, and each when
old enough is taught a trade.
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JOHN

SHARP

WILLIAMS' DUEL

Comparatively few seem to know
that John Sharp Williams once fought

a duel.
It was when John Sharp was over
in Germany attending Heidelberg university. He and a German student
sassed each other and the German
challenged him. John Sharp Williams, being the challenged party,
had the choice of weapons. His opponent, forgetting all about his being an
American, supposed he would pick sabers, Just as any German would; but
there was where John Sharp came
along with a neat little joke. He said
they would fight with United States
army revolvers.
The idea of shooting a man with a
revolver two feet long was new to German dueling, and the native student
was a wreck when the morning arrived for them to kill off one another.
John Sharp, on the other hand, ate
IflltKIWlVWAI.B
vyNtvoaínvict
S
heartily of ham and eggs, as the sayfrifiYi
TTh'i
nr
ing is, and seemed perfectly composed
as they teed themselves up for the opening shot The German, with a vibrant
hand, fired off south by southeast of John Sharp, who purposely shot up toward
a spot eight degrees to the left of the zenith.
And having thus speedily completed the morning's entertainment, the
principals shook hands and went their ways.
iffift
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decided flare at the sides. Its shortness will be preserved.
On every side there are evidences
that this shortness, which displays
HAS TWO FEATURES THAT CALL all of the boot, will be persisted in,
for it is the only possible way in
FOR CONSIDERATION.
which to make a wide skirt wearable. As soon as it sweeps the instep, it gains an aggressive awkwardTo Be Made of the Skirt Material,
ness.

NEW

VICEROY

EVENING

BODICE

Which Will B8 Liked, and Has
Sleeves That Show the
Empire Influence.

There is too much evidence brought
out for the new kind of evening
bodice not to feel that it will win. It
is not entirely attraptive in its present tentative guise, but no doubt it
will grow in grace as the weeks advance.
It is made of the skirt material,
which cannot be said of all the waists
we have worn, and has sleeves, short
little puffs only, also of the fabric. It
has been more than one decade since
we hare worn an opaque sleeve and
one of this shape. It is decidedly the
first empire influence.
Some of these sleeves are straight,
extending half way to the elbow and
finished there with a stiff turn over
cuff, also of the material. It is this
sleeve which women do not like, and
It Is not probable they will wear it.
However, its introduction in high
places gives one a chance to stop and

(Copyright,

by the McClure Newspaper Syndicate.)

1915,

PHETTY COVERS FOR CORSETS
Season's Lingerie Is Really Beautiful,
and the Prices Accordingly Are
"Way Up."

Whether under the classification of
corset covers, brassiere or camisole,
the little slip that conceals the corset is a most luxurious and fetching
affair. When the blouse is of lace or
net the corset cover is usually of some
silk like pussy willow taffeta or crepe
de chine. Under a less transparent
blouse It may be shirred net, lace or
even embroidered chiffon, .and usually
it is held up over the shoulders by the
merest straps of lace, ribbon or tiny
chiffon roses.
Smartly shaped corset covers are
now in surplice style not rounded out
at the top, and the deep V of the surplice crossing is arranged at back as
well as front. A single snap fastener
at the belt line holds the crossed surplice in place and if some sort of fastening is required at the bust a
sparkling brooch holds the lace together and gleams through the outer
blouse. A corset cover of this type,
made of net puffing and
strips of organdie is set together with hemstitching and costs
$7.98 quite a tidy price to pay for a
corset cover, but then women are
spending extravagant sums just now
on their "undies," as Intimate garments are called in England.
The camisole goes straight across
the bust and shoulder straps hold it
up. It is worn usually with transparent evening blouses, for when the top
is drawn up by a ribbon-rubeading,
the shoulder straps may be slipped
down and the shoulder left bare under
the gauzy bodice. Camisoles of the
prettiest sort are of embroidery and
lace Insertions arranged in transverse
rows and sometimes tiny chiffon
roses in pastel shades are grouped
Blouse, Trimmed With Braid, With in clusters along the upper edge. If
the figure is not slender a brassiere of
Satin Collar and Cuffs.
some sort must be donned under the
think. It may be modified and soft- camisole for support.
ened, but it evidently leads the way
áway from the evening sleeve of toBEDROOM SLIPPERS OF LINEN
day.
These two features are the most
Important of the early season. They Have Many Advantages, Chief of
Which Is That They Are So
point with an unmistakable finger
Easily Cleaned.
toward
something
different, but
whether the French openings wH
The new idea in bedroom slippers is
follow up the prophecy, or we will
follow up in detail the French show- to make them of linen. These are
ings, remains to be seen. At any decidedly comfortable on the feet,
rate, it is well to fix one's mind upon wear well, and can be washed easily.
this possible fashion. It may keep They can be made from plain or
one from buying something that will embroidered linen, just a little heavbe hopelessly out of the running later ier than you would use for doilies or
center pieces.- Buttonhole around the
in the spring.
Those who know, feel that the very top in a small scallop, and make eyewide skirt has had Its day for street lets in which to run narrow ribbon.
They are very ' pretty made up of
wear, although
ones are already featured for the evening, placed, embroidery four inches wide and with
edge as well as an
however, over a much narrower un- a
derskirt. This assembling of two dis- open one through which the ribbon
tinct types of skirt on a figure is al- can run. When soiled they can be reways suggestive of the Orient, and in moved from the sole, laundered and reone or two of its recent appearances, placed with little trouble. It is well
It is unpleasantly so. A figure swathed to keep a fresh pair always on hand.
in a satin underskirt which is caught
This suggests pleasant winter work
In at the knees by a band of gold for summer wear, when we feel that
lacé, and covered by a
net we can spare a little time from our
outer skirt finished at the edge with knitting and garment making for the
jet, Is a daring garment to put upon good cause.
any woman, especially when she uses
it for dancing.
Tailored Morning Skirts.
Skirts for street wear, whether beTailored morning skirts are of linen,
longing to a suit or a frock, are built crash and ratine, that corduroy stripe
on conservative lines. There is no on a net ground.
They are about
return to the hobble effect, but the three yards around the hem and cut
immense sweep of the elongated Rus- two or three gored circular. Their
sian tunic which was the feature of style comes in this flare and in
the winter will give place to a hem smart way they are belted in at' the
the
wide enough for freedom and with a waist.
hand-embroider-
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Come to the

Roy Telephone Company

FARMER'S
Now connected with Solano and Mosquero, on the South.
Mills, Abbott, Jaritas, Chico, Taylor and Springer,
on the North

RIEN D

Connected with all Bell Long Distance
Telephone Lines

FOR YOUR

Groceries, Hardware and Harness
Also Harness and Shoes Repaired

s

time and save telegraphic delays.

.

We Pay Highest Market Price
For Produce

ana oatcerv
Woodward &
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Department of the Interior,
U.'S. Land Office t daytori. N. M.

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office. Clayton, N.M.

1915.

H

2-- 13

Jan

.

&

.

and
of Sec. 34 Twp 19 N Rg,28 E N.M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of intenSl-N-

NJ-SV-

V

tion to make three Year f roof, to
establish claim' to the land above
described, before Elvira G. Stanton,.
U. S. Commissioner, at Mosquero, N.
M. on the 18th day of Mar 1915.

Claimant names as witnesses,
Benjamin F Brown A H McGlothiin
G L Mc Kinney
Fred S Edmonds
all of Mosquero N. M.
6
6
Paz Valverde,
Register,
2--

Register

30, 1915,

Notice is hereby given that George
Guilmette of Mosquero N, M.
who on
made HE.
'
018476 Serial No. 016(390 for

SE;

S--

Notice for Publication.

r

S--

2--

-

post-offic-

,

Notice For Publication
Department of the Interior.
U. S. Land Office at Clayton,
6th., 1915.
Feb
Mexico.

Department of the Interior
Department of the interior,
United States Land office.
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N.M.
Clayton,
New Mexico.
Jan. 26 1915
Jan. 30 1915. Notice is To
N.M.
Solano
of
GroeiC Thomas
hereby given that Marcelino Velas- - Contestee:
quez, of De.Haven, ín.m. wno, on
You are hereby notified that Henry
Feb. 24, 1910, Sept. 2, 1911 made HE E Dean who ' gives Solano N. M.
1
Serial 010587 & 013790 for
e
as his
address, did on Jan.
1
&
Sec. 12 andEJ-NW- l
4. 1915 file in this office his duly cor
Sec 13, Township 21 North Range 2SE roborated application to contest and
notice
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed
secure the cancellation of your H E
final
three year
of intention to make
Serial No. 012427
Entry No.
proof, to establish claim to the land made Dec. 2 1910, for
of NE1
above described, before W. H, Will-co24
Township 19N.
of SW. Section
U.S. Commissioner at Roy,
Range 27E. N.'M. P. Meridian, and as
New Mexico on the 18th day of March, grounds for his contest he alleges that
1915.
said, Grover C, Thomas has deserted
f
Claimant names as witnesses,
and abondoned said land for more
M
Valdez
David
Eduardo Sandoval
t'an 2 years, next preceeding the
Jiminez
Ignacio
date hereof, That he has during that
Filiberto Bel arde
All of Albert, N M.
time failed to cultivate any part of
said land, and has never built any
Paz Valverde,
house thereon and that these defects
'
Register.
n
still exist, uncured.
You are, therefore, further notified
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
that the said allegations will, be taken
Department of the Interior,
a3 confessed, and your said entry will
U, S.Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
be canceled without further right tobe
hereby
is
Notice
1915.
30,
Jan.
heard, either before this office or on
N.Weese,
De
Lowell
given that
appeal if you fail to file in this office
'
of Mosquero, N M who on Aug. 24 '09 within
made HE No. 08957 for NEJ & Lots twenty days after the FOURTH pub) i
cation of this notice, as shown below
1 & 2 Sec 8 & Lots 1 & 2 Sec 9
M.
N.
P
E.
28
Range
18
N.
your answer, under oath, specifically
Twp.
ol
filed
in
notice
responding to these allegations of conMeridian, has
to
Proof,
test, together with due proof that you
tention to make three Year
establish claim to the land above have served a copy of your answer on
described, before U. S. Commissioner the said contestant either in person or
Elvira G Stanton, at Mosquero, N. by registered mail
You should state in your answer the
M. on fhe 19th day of March. 1915.
e
to which you dename of the
Claimant names as witnesses:
sire future notices to be sent to you.
E L Fuller
Benjamin F Brown
Register.
Paz Valverde(
WT Loftin
AH McGlothiin
Date of first publication Feb. 6 1915.
"
13
all of Mosquero, N. M.
" " 2d
Paz Valverde,
" 20
"
" " 3d
Register.
6
6
' " 4th
27
post-offic-

Notice for Publication

8-- 5,

New

Department of the Interior,
U, S. Land office at Clayton, N. M.
-

'

Jan.

30, 1915.

Notice is hereby given that Henry J.
Notice is hereby given that Eliseo
3
Mar.
Little , of Roy, N. M. who, on
Austin of Solano NM. who on
4, 1910 Mar. 20, 1911, made
1910 made HE Serial No, 010594 for June.
Sec. 28 HE Serial No. 011471- - Add'l 012978
NWi'Sec. 24 and
Twp 18N. Rng 27 E. N.M. P
and EJ-S- of
'
filed
notice
Sec.
23 Twp. 21N
Meridian, has
intention to make Five year Proof, to Range 27 E. N. M. P. Meridian has
establish claim to the land above des- filed notice of intention to make final
cribed, before D. S. Durrin U. S. three year proof, to establish claim to
Commissioner, at his office at Sola- the land above described before F.H.
no, N, M. on the 23d day of Mar Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at,
at Roy, N. M. on the 19th day
1915.
of
Mar. 1915.
Claimant names as witnesses:
, Claimant names as
witnesses:
of Solano
Andras Trujillo
C. C. Nugen
Leandro
Encarnación Hernandez
J H Mitchell
J W Woodward
Juan Hernandez
Martinez
T M Stevens
All of Mosquero N. M.
All of Roy. N, M.
Pai Valverde
Paz Valverde,
2"fi 6
Register
Register.

3--

2--

,

NOTICE

EJ-N-

.

,

his-offic- e

3-- 13

j UK

PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.

Jan.

NJ-N-

2-- 13

Notice of Contest

Notice For Publication

EJ-SW-

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Notice is hereby given that Stella
Stanfill Formerly Stella Graha- m- of
1908-6- -24
So'a io, N, M. who, on
0368 and Add'l 08646
1 9 made H-- E
18 north
6 Twp
4
3
Sec.
and
lots
for
WJ-S4
3
and
and
K.
28
and lots
Rng.
19
N.
Rng
'28E.
of Sec. 31 Twp.
M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of in
tention to make Five Year Proof, to
establish claim to the land above described before P. S. Durrin, U. S.
Commissioner, at Solano New Mexico
on the 24th day of March 1915.
Claimant names as witnesses.
Holly R Johnson
Edwin H. Hughes
Davis M. Talbot
Andrew S Trout
All of Solano
Paz Valverde
3 14

t

Local Busines
$2.50 per m

WJ-NE-

Telephone 123

6

r'rivate Line
$3.00 per mo.

xw

Fresh and Cured Meats,
Fresh Break!, every day

February,

,

ROY, N. M.
Local Residence
$1.50 'per mo.

pi

get your answer at same

Office and EXCHANGES AT

Meat-Mark- et
in

.

Do your business by phone and

30

,

.

.

2-- 6

3--

6

Depatment of the Interior,
U.S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.

Jan.

1915.

Notice is hereby given that, Cristobal
Maynes of DeHaven, N.M. whoonl2-- 5
llmade HE Serial No. 014225, for SJ- NE1 : SE Ssso.5 WSW S. 4,Twp. 21
N.29 Rig. N M P. Meridian, has filed
notice of intention to make three Year
Proof to establish claim to the land
above described, before W. H. Will-po- x
U. S. Commissioner, at Roy, N,
M.' on the 19th day of Mar,, 1915,
Claimant names as witnesses,
Tobias De Herrera
Jose E Trujillo
Jose Hilario Trujillo Serafín T Baca
-All of DeHavenN M
Paz Valverde,

3--

NOTICE F0RJPUBLICATI0N.

Register;

Notice is hereby given

30

1915.

that James E

Brice, of Dayid , N,M, who, on
made HE Serial No. 014539 for
SEi Sec. 21: Twp. 18 N Rng. 30E
NMP M, has filed notice of intention
proof to es
to make Final three-yea- r
tablish claim to the land above descri'
bed, before Elvira G. Stanton, U S
Commissioner at Mosquero, N. M.
.
on the'18 day of Mar. 1915.
Claimant names as witnesses,
Field
Pierce
Paine Field
Manchego
Olmedo
Teófilo Salazar
all of David N, M,
Paz Valverde,
'

2-- 6

3--

6

Register.
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THE
Awful Thought,
Yeast This pater says that 60,000
combinations are possible with a new
combination padlock.
Crimsonbeak Just Imagine one of
those things on your front door when
you got home late at night!

SPANISH-AMERICA-

N.

rHE SMITH SALARY BILL

STATE NEWS

i

OF INTEREST TO ALL
NEW MEXICO

FIVE

ESTABCLASSIFICATIONS
LISHED IN NEW MEASURE.

PEOPLE

Important to Mothers
Western Newspaper Union Newi Service.
Examine carefully every bottle ot
DATES FOR COMING EVENTS.
CASTORIA, a safe and sure remedy for
April
Annual Meeting SouthwestInfants and children, and see that it
ern New Mexico Cattle Growers' Association, at Deminsr.
Bears the
Signature of
The new Presbyterian church at
Clovis has been dedicated.
In Use For Over 30 Tears.
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
Work has begun on a new $3,000
bank building in Columbus.
Marked Down.
A bridge over 1,000 feet in length
Charles broke the spell as In a de- is being built at Fort Sumner.
lected tone of voice he said:
The new J.30-fosteel bridge at
"Miss Fraser, I love you, but dare
French
completed
soon.
will
be
not dream of calling you mine. YesClovis,
Thé
have purElks, at
terday I was worth $25,000, but today,
on
chased
to build a
lots
which
three
by the turn of fortune's' wheel, I have
home.
but a few paltry hundreds to call my
own. I would not ask you to accept
The steel will be in place on the new
220 foot Shiprock bridge in San Juan
me in my reduced state. Farewell
county in a few days.
to
was
As Charles
stride
about
Surveyors are engaged in mapping a
mournfully away she caught him and route connecting Clovis with
eagerly cried:
for the Santa Fé railroad. 0
"Good gracious! Reduced from
Clovis may get a broom factory,
Of
to $100. What a bargain!
over 1100,000 worth of broom corn was
course I'll take you! You might have
raised in that section the past year.
known I couldn't resist." Pittsburgh
No trace has been found of the three
Chronicle-TelegrapItalians who murdered a fellow countryman in a coal camp near Raton.
From the Battlefield.
Heavy rains inundated the business
During the recent fighting along the
section
of Estancia so that traffic
badly
banks of the Aisne a man was
through
tenthe streets was by wagon.
corps
wounded.1 The ambulance
derly placed him on a stretcher.
The educational bill Introduced in
"Take him to the hospital," Said the Senate provides for a seven
the man in charge.
months' minimum term to apply this
Slowly, the wounded man opened year.
his eyes and whispered faintly:
Senator Ilfeld's bill prohibiting the
"What's the matter with the
distribution of patent medicine samples and injurious substances, was
passed.
Tight.
Rapid work 1É being done on the
"He's close-fisteisn't he?"
road under the supervi"I should say he is! Why, man, he sion of D. S. Hooker of
the state engiwon't even give up any of his bad habneer's office.
its."
Porfirio Chavez was reinstated sherof Lincoln county, from which posi
iff
Love as It Is.
tion
he was deposed by a judicial ac
Til be true as steel," he protested.
tion
last spring.
"Common or preferred?" she querThere is talk about building an
ied. Philadelphia Ledger.
electric line from Gallup to St. John,
Ariz., to open up that country to
2-- 3.

for-eyer- ."

Des-Moin-

$25,-00-

h.

Tit-Bit- s.

is

Gallup

"I

Eat

Grape-Nut-

s

the Year Round
and it agrees with me," writes
a doctor, "better than any
breakfast food on the market
unless there is one I have
not tried."
is scientifically
prepared to agree with both
strong and weak digestions.
Long baking about 20 hours
Grape-Nut- s

,

partially

pre-diges- ts

the

starch cells for quick, easy
assimilation.
Besides, Grape-Nut-s
supplies, in concentrated form,
all of the nutriment of wheat
and barley, including the invaluable mineral elements
often lacking in ordinary food.
Wax-seale-

d

crisp

ready

to eat and economical.

"There's a Reason"

W-Nut-s
sold by Grocers,

markets.E

Representative Tharp's bill abolishing capital punishment in New Mexico
was killed by the judiciary committee of the House.
The Senate( judiciary committee
favorably reported the bill to take the
appointing of the state librarian away
from the governor.
The robbery of Mike Fatina aad
Frank Cavino, two Italians who were
relieved of $70, their week's wages,
was reported at Gallup.
The department of public instruction announced that state aid in the
sum of $350 has been given school
district 14, Torrance county.
The Judiciary committee killed Senator Evans' bills against trusts, prohibiting racial intermarriage and limiting hours of employment for females.
Definite action looking to the construction of the proposed state highway through San Juan county has
been taken by the State Highway
Commission.
Slabs four by six feet may be quarried from the stone formation at
Cuervo. There is an inexhaustible
supply suitable for building purposes
and red of color.
The resolution unseating Rafael Garcia, Democrat from Bernalillo county,
and seating, in his place, Modesto
Ortiz, Republican, which marked the
last Step in the contest, was adopted
by the House by a vote of 29 to 18.
Frelian Trujillo, who attends school
and is a member of the seventh grade
at Tucumcari, narrowly escaped having his eye put out when another boy
threw a stick which struck him squarely In the eye, partially puncturing ths
ball.

Amount of $2,750 for; Sheriff Is High.
. est Amount Fixed for Any
County Official.
.

Western Newspaper Union New Service.
Santa Fe., N. M. Another Demo-

cratic county salaries bill was introduced in the House by Representative
S. J. Smith of Luna county, who was
the author of two county salaries bills
at the last session of the state Legislature.
In the bill just introduced five classifications are established, based on
assessed valuations of 1914. First
class counties are those having a valuation of over $5,000,000; second class,
over $4,000,000 ; third class, over
fourth class, over $2,000,000,
and fifth class under $2,000,0u0. Under
this classification salaries are fixed as
follows, in the five classes:
Commissioners First, $600; second,
$500 ;third, $400; fourth, $300; fifth,

W
Cigarettes are the mildest and
most pleasing form of tobacco.
Thret out offour smokers prefer
FATIMAS to any other ISo

cigarette.
"Distinctivtly Individual'

0;

$200.

Treasurer

First,

second,
fourth, $1,600;
fifth, $1,400. Deputy First, $600; second, $600; third, $500; fourth, $200.
Assessor
First, $2,000; second,
$2,000; third, $1,800; fourth, $1,600;
fifth, $1,400. Deputy First, $750;
Becond, $600;
third, $500; .fourth,
$200; fifth, $200.
Sheriff First, $2,750; second,
third, $2,250; fourth, $2,000; fifth,
$1,800. Deputy First, $1,200; second,
$1,200; third, $1,000; fourth, $1,000;
fifth, $600.
Clerk First, $2,500; second, $2,250;
third, $2,000; fourth, $2,000; fifth,
$2,200;

$2,000; third, $1,800;

$2,-50- 0;

$i,800.

i5

ra

They'd Like to Run.
I
Bill
see new shackles for convicts
permit a man to walk, as usual, but
lock should he bend his knees fax
enough to try to run.
Jill That must be hard on the poor
fellows when the dinner bell rings.
The man who does things can afford
to let his wife do all the talking.

Probate Judge First, $700; second,
$600; third, $500; fourth, $400; fifth,
$300.

Superintendent of Schools
First,
second, $1,800; third, $1,600;
fourth, $1,500; fifth, $1,300.
For district court clerks the bill provides $1,200 In first class counties;
$1,000 in second class counties; $600
in third class; $500 in fourth class,
and $300 in fifth class. The county
clerks are allowed $2,000 for deputies
in first class counties where receipts
from fees exceed $5,000; in second
class, $1,500; third class, $700, and
fouth class, $400. District judges are
given the right to order additional
deputies for county clerks and sheriffs. Special deputy sheriffs at salaries of $1,000 a year each are allowed in
border counties. Jailers in first class
counties are given $900; second class,
$750; third class, $600; fourth class,
$600; fifth class, $2 a day.

The
General

$2000;

Clapp Named As Receiver.'
Las Cruces. Lafayette Clapp, a director of the Bank of Hatch and president of the Elephant Butte Water
Users' Association, was appointed by
District Judge E. L.. Medler receiver
of the insolvent First State Bank of
Las Cruces, whose president, T. R.
Smith, is under indictment on the
charge of receiving moneys when he
knew the bank could not meet its
obligations.
Young Sheep Herder Shot.
Roswell. Showing bullet holes in
his pants to prove that he also was

shot at, Victoriano Espinosa has arrived, here from the sheep range of
Reynolds brothers on the head of the
Felix river with a story of the fatal
shooting of a sheep herder named
Juan Gonzales, eighteen yeaers old, by
Isaac Coleman.

Says:
Why accept a doubtful
guarantee on roofing when you can
get one signed by the largest manufacturer of roofing and building
papers in the world, with a saving
in cost in the long run?

Certain-tee-d
Roofing
is guaranteed in writing 5 years for
10 years for
and 15 years for
and the responsibility of our big mills
guarantee.
Its quality
stands behind this
is the highest and its price the most reasonable. For sale by dealers everywhere-Genera- l

Roofing Mfg. Company
World,'

largest manufacturers of Bootog
and Building Papert

Boatos Chicar
PitUlarsh
New York City
Philadelphia Atlanta Clerebnd Detroit
St Lonii Cincinnati Kauai City Mianeapelb
SaaFrucUeo Seattle London Hamborj Sydney

Beauty
Is Only Skin Dee?

It is vitally neo

essary there

that you
good
care
take
of your skin
fore,

ZONA POMADE

if used regularly will beautify and
preserve
your complexion and help-yoDelegates Appointed.
retain the bloom of early youth,
Santa Fé. Governor William C. Mcmany years. Try it for 30
for
Indelegates
has
to
named
the
Donald
terstate conference on uniform indus- days. If not moro than satisfied
trial and insurance legislation which you get your money back. 50c
is to be held at Chicago, February 11 at druggists or mailed direct.
to 13. The delegates are: Joseph B.

u

Zona Company, Wichita, Kan.

irihe Roy
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Edited and Published by 15he Manual Training Department
Of the R.Oy Public Schools.
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Price's Missouri Campaign
The ninth grade is again at school
swift
than
more
boys,
the
of
in
force.' For a while it seemed as tho- PUBLISHED EVERY WEEK BY
cut
road
in
a
the
bend
at
others,
some
fche measlas or something worse had
THE MANUAL TRAINING CLASS.
woods and reached the caught mcst
through
the
EDITOR.
SCOTT
of the class
CHESTER
wagon
commissary
a
of
ahead
road
ASSISTANT
HELEN BRUCE
saw the man ahead of we wish to thank the public for their
JEANEITE LUSK ASSISTANT. . When the driver
So
ROY SCHOOLS RECORD.

REPORTERS

ALL

One

STUDENTS.

School Board
Chm.
- Sec.

Mr. J. Floershiera
Mr. 0. H. Kerns
Mr. F. A. Roy

member.

Prin.
Grade.
8th
and
Mrs. C.L. Russell 7th
Miss Shirley Nuttter 5th and 6th.
3rd and 4th.
Miss Grace Collins
Kltchell
Blanche
Miss
1st Primary and 2nd Grade.
Primary
Miss Buelah Wright
Music
Miss May Gough

J. E. Russell

The following is a report of the
rollment from the different rooms
9th and 10th grade
7th and 8th grade .
5th and 6th gradr
3rd and 4th grade
1st Primary and. 2nd
,

(

Primary
Total

Mr.

en.
,

11.

24.
23.
39.
48.
214.

J, E, Russell,

Roy, New Mexico
Dear Mr. Russell:
I acknowledge receipt, with
thanks, of the package of printed matter from the Roy Public Schools. This
was of unusual interest to us and we
are very proud of the work you are
doing. The Manual Traing Class is to
te congratulated upon both their paper and the job work. We will be pleased to receive your article in the near
futher and we will be glad to print it
in the Annual Report.
Very truly yours,
Manette A Myers.
State Director of Industrial
Education.
We are very sorry that Glenn Anderson was oblige to be absent last week
because of sickness. Glenn's record
had been perfect so far having been
neither absent or tardy during the
school year up to last week.

him he lay down in his wagon bed.
th Reb quick to think and act, as the
driver was out of sight, shot one of
the horsqs, and thus captured the
whole outfit. The funny part of the
whole thing was that the driver, with
a loaded musket, surrendered . to the
man with an empty one.
One of ouriboys a? he rushed thru
the willows to the sand bank at the
edge of the creek iw a federal in the
willows on the other side of the creek
at the same time the federal saw him,
and each was in such a hurry to
shoot first each missed. Then comm
enced a race to reload. The Reb filled
his charger with powder, and as he
pouiedit into the muzzle of his rifle
he cast a look at the Federal, who had
bitten off the end of his cartridge and
was pushing it into the muzzle of his
musket. Realizing that the federal
would load first, the Reb turned to one
comrade and called
to bim to shoot that Federal or he
would load first. Tha comrade, , shaking with a regular buck ague, exclaimed: "I can't sea him, I can't see
him." "Then give me your musket. I
see him." Kneeling to get a good view
under the willows, the Reb balanced
himself upon cue knee, took deliberate aim, and fii d. The recoil of the
musket kicked him. sprawling full
length upon the ground

many expression of appoval

recital

Editor's Comments

Since the former Editor, the Assistant Editor and the entire Company
have gone "Broke" and they have sold
the RECORD to pay expenses We
have taken the paper and intend to go
of onr broke in about two months if God so
wills-- .

We will say at the first that we will

Our second team of Basket Bail
had the misfortune to get theirs new
Ball punctured, Their grounds were
not completed and after all their lador
Thky did not gat to play a e singie
game.
The weather is fine now and it seems
real mean to call the children in from
the play groubs.

print no advertisements of intoxicating drinks, will not advertise dances,
ball games, weddiags, political speech
es, basket dinners, or 'any thing elss
that we consider injurious to the parties involved therein.
We will not meddle in Politics for
while we think they are nice to have
we think thay are a nuisance if your wife

The Primary Room
The little folks are preparing for an
entertainment to be rendered on the
Washing
evening of the twenty-secon- d
tons Birthday.
The program wille cousist of A Mother
Goose Operetta, witt. a few other
special numbers.
Further announcements will be made.

gets them

But we do our best to run this pap
er and the Co. interested as deep in
debt as it is possible.
We are sorry to learn thah Clara
Martinis still uñadle to assume school
duties",

The teachers meet with Miss Colins
SALE
Mouday night and degin studying tha
A good secondhand cob pipe good
Reading Circle Books.
as new. See John Brockman the second
INCREASED THE COST.
hand man.
"Farm products cost more than they
"My husband never comes home," used to.',
said the woman with the melancholy
replied Mr."Cornt0383l
"When' a farmer has to know the
eyes.
"Men alwáj go to extremes, said the botanical name of what he'raises' an'
woman with the firmly set lips, "mine the zoological name of insects that eat
wont do anything but set 'around the it and the chemical uame of what kills
house.
it somebody's got pay
Lester Floersheim is suffering from
enlarged tonsils since convalescent Henry Lykon .has been absent the
last week.
from the measles.
Straisrbtenenjrup and rubbing bis
bruised shoulder handed the gun to the
owner saying I beliue you loaded the
gun evry morning since we left Fulton
FOR

"Y'(

Many of the most interesting incidents of our great war, can never be
known unless they are gotten in thi s
way, and soon those who can relate
them will pass away. There will then
be nothing but tradition: we will have
lost the personal touch that this presence now givus us.
Students of History should realize
that to those engaged, this war was
intensely personal. In fact ail the wars
of America have been so We cannot
concieve of an American Soldier fighting for a cause of which he knew nothing, or beause he was ordered to do

Guy Hayes, who has been attending
so.
school here, is now going to school at

Pleasant View.
COMPARISON NOTES.
"My husband never comes home, "said
the women with melancholy eys.
"Men always go to extremes, ' 'said
the women with the fiirmly set.
"Mine won't do anything but sit around the house. .
George Kerns, another of our faith
ful ones, having been neither absent
had to
or tardy during the school-yea- r
TuesdayGeorge is sufleave school
fering with a bad cold and we hope he
will, soon be able to return to school.

Gladys Hern is absent from the eighth
grade a few days on account of the
death of her little neice, Eugenia E.
'
Roy.
Lester Floersheim .is at home on
account of illness and his bad luck
seems to have no sanse of justice. We
know he is impatient to get back to
school and hope he will toon be able
to do so.

r

Lewis Gonzales was present in the
We have some notes taken from
Fifth and Sixth Grade Room Wednas-- 5
Confederate Veteran this week. ;
The
day morning after several days'
Thess are experiences in our own
.
sence.
great War, and while they are sometimes strong in their support of what
Eighth grade having finished their they considered a good, cause we are
Geography will now take up the study willing to accept that in order to get
' the other interesting and instructive
of Agriculture.
'!
facts.
.

full of life and action, filled with the
fire of fine inspiration and followed
by 250 short stories of adventure,
will make '

I

ffieYOUTIfS COMPANION
Better Than Ever in 1915
Then the Family Page, a rare Editorial Page, Boys Page,
Girls' Page, Doctor's Advice, and " a ton of fun," Articles of
Travel, Science, Education. From the best minds to the best
minds, the best the world can produce for you and everyone
in rne nomc. i hci c is uu &w
limit to enthusiasm for The
CUT THIS OUT
Youth's Companion.
and send It (or name of this paper)
with $2.00 for The COMPANION

and we will send
-i
All the Mués of THE
P ANION for tha remaining
week of 1914.
COMPANION HOME
VTtW THE
CALENDAR for 1915.
52 Weekly braes of
TUCM The
THE COMPANION for IMS.
for

52 Times a Year
not 12.

1915,

FRFF

COM-riVCa-

lnCtll

.

to The Youth's Com- panion,' Boston, Mass., for

Send

to-da-

y

.

THREE CURRENT
SUBSCRIPTIONS RECEIVED AT THIS OFFICE

ISSUES-FRE-

S;

J

THE

CAMPED

IN

SPANISH-AMERICA-

N.

V

'

'

I

DEPTH OF A SEED BED

THE SHADOW OF THE PYRAMIDS

.A

Prairie Soil Was Plowed to a

-

Six-Inc-

Depth and Disked.

h

Small Grain Harrowed Until Six Inches
High and Corn Treated With Same
Implement as Long as Possible.

Prevent Evaporation.

"
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'
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Camp of Australian soldiers who have been sent to Egypt to protect
of the Turks.

SLEEPY BRITON
DEFENDS WHOLE
VILLAGE ALONE
Wounded Sergeant Changes His
Opinion Respecting Recruit
Called "His Lordship."
NOTED

FOR

HIS, LAZINESS

Promise of Good Night's "flest Leads
Him to Distinguish Himself In
Charge on Village Defends Bed
Against Whole Regiment.
London. "Never again will I Judge
man by his appearance," said a
wounded Bergeant, when asked for

'a

Ii

nonchalantly as If he were In a rifle
gallery
"Well, we left the trenches that
Is some of us did, and some did not
and even then one day we were ordered to take by assault a village occupied by a Bavarian regiment
First In Dash for Bed.
"To give added courage to the men,
our captain said: 'You cee these
houses T There are beds in them, and
these beds are for your use if we take
the village.'
Take my word for it,
we did not lose any time, and if I did
not hustle then, I never hustled in all
I was among the first to
my life.
reach the nearest house at least I
thought I was, but when I dashed Ja
I found 'his lordship calmly stretched
out on a bed previously occupied by
a German officer, whom he had thrown
out of the window.
- We thought 'hat we could have a
good night's rest, but "about three
o'clock in the morning we were told to
get up, as a German' regiment was
marching against us.' 1 awoke my
men, and all rose without a murmur,
all except 'his lordship.'
'"Get up!' I shouted.
"He opened one eye, looked at me
and said, 'Not on your life.'
"'What do you mean?7 I was choking with anger. 'We must retreat; a
whole German regiment is about to

at all.
" 'I order you-- V
started to sa; but
"On the moment of his arrival In
shut his eye, turned on the, other
he
our midst we named him 'his lordship," and 'bets were made that he side and slept. I added eight days to
would succumb after the first day's his 'solitary.' and as I could not very
I left
march. Not a bit of it. It is true he well carry him on my shoulders,
'
looked tired at the start, bift he looked him to his fate. .
"We retired upon an adjoining hill,
no more so at the finish. But when we
reached the place where we were to within half a mile, of the village, to
At dawn our
rest for the night, he calmly unwound awáit
his puttees, underneath which he wore captain, who was watching the enemy
real silk socks. We felt a bit upset. through field glasses, exclaimed with
Silk socks for a soldier are clearly surprise: 'This is curious! They have
not entered the village yet They
against army regulations.
v
content themselves with shooting at
s'But this was nothing to what fol4
lowed. He got out a nice leather the houses.'
"I looked In turn. It was true, the
box, opened It, extracted some sort of
Instrument and proceeded to manicure Germans were held back by somebody,
and every now and then one of them
his nails.
"All the boys gathered around him fell. And then I saw at one of the
to watch the performance; but I put windows a white apparition. It was
an end to it by promising him four 'his lordship,' rifle in band, defending
days in the 'ordinary,' which he was his bed.
"Our
to undergo after the taking of Berarrived, we
lin, for, you see, we could not very took back the village, and can you
imagine where I found 'his lordship?'
well spare the man Just then.
"We were finally placed In the He was fast asleep in the bed. I
trenches. 'His lordship' did everything shook him; he opened his eye and
ungrudgingly, but he could not sleep muttered: 'Bring me my coffee.' I
without a pillow, so he paid four gave him four more days of 'solitary,'
packets, of cigarettes a day to a fat and the general added an order to
fellow and rested his head on the
have him mentioned In dispatches.
"I suppose he is still fighting and
stomach. But we began to respect him from the day when he laid doing good work, while I have taken
low 16 Germans with 18 cartridges. It the pledge never to Judge a man by
was 'some shooting,' and he did it as his looks."
.
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that country against the threatened

his most thrilling battle experience.
"When we started for the front we
had in our company a man whom I
simply could not stand. He was tall,
well built, rather good looking, with attack us.' '
"'If it is the whole German army,
light hair and mustache, and most awfully lazy. There was no mistake I will not give up my bed to them,' he
about it he had wealthy parents, a answered with some heat the first
man who had never traveled without time I saw him get hot about anything

a valet

.

HERE'S PEACH OF ROMANCE
He Wrote on Fruit Wrapper,
Read It; Now They Are
Married.

She

North Yakima, Wash. Following
the receipt here of the announcement
of the marriage of C. E. Denny of Cle
Elum to Miss Clara Ripp of Minneapolis, Minn., friends of Mr. Denny are
telling, of the romantic manner In
which their courtship was started. Mr.
Denny was packing peaches last summer.

In response to a dare he wrote his
name on one of the wrappers and
presently received a letter from the
Minneapolis girl, who had noticed the
name while canning peaches in her
mother's kitchen. She said she thought
the Yakima country would be a nice
place to live in, and Denny agreed that
it Would for them. He essayed to
convince her by mail and succeeded so
well that his friends had no doubt
about his whereabouts when he disappeared in November.

Three years ago I took charge of a
dry farm. The soil was a good loam
containing a great many bowlders left
by a glacial drift At one time wheat
in this section gave large, yields but
during the dry seasons the crop fell
down to six to twelve bushels the acre
which was scarcely worth fussing
with at harvest time and stock was
turned into many of the fields. I began the work of tackling virgin prairie.
The neighbors thought I was crazy
because I plowed the prairie soil six
inches deep and followed the plow
with a disk several times; because
I harrowed the small grain until it
was six inches high; because I harrowed the corn every week so long
as possible and then plowed it each
week with a very small tooth cultivator. But they were surprised at harvest time because some of that land
gave a return of $32 the acre, writes
Clifford Willis in Denver Field and
I
Farm.
Last year many of the fields in the
vicinity were prepared and plowed
better than they have been for some
time because the farmers saw more
bushels as the result and bushels
meant dollars. I also had to work on
some heavy soil. A part of this land
was turned six Inches deep while
some was. plowed only four Inches.
In each case the disk followed the plow
and would have been still better If I
had
before plowing as I
am now doing. Everything possible
was done to make a good firm seed
bed and also to prevent evaporation.
cross-diske-

d

Many people In .the vlcinltythought
It strange that we would harrow our
.

small grain when it was six inches
'
'
high.
j.
While working In the field stirring
the soil, although dry, many of my
,

brother farmers were not even 1C the
SCAR field. We have harvested more and
better grain than many of our neighPennsylvania Woman Thus Estab- bors simply becaure we kept at work.
breaking of adobe the
On the
lishes Her Right to Share
bushIn Estate.
corn gave a yield of thirty-eigh- t
four-Incbreaking
els the acre while
Waynesboro, Pa. When an effort gave a yield of less than thirteen
was made recently to settle the es- buBhels. In cultivating our crops In
tate of Mrs. Barbara Hess of this sec- the dry area we followed these threá
tion, proceedings were begun in the factors a deep seed bed, a firm seed
Orphans' court to declare Mrs. Alice bed and surface cultivation. In every
Kohler Hooper, formerly of Highfleld, instance we disked bur ground just
and a legatee, dead.
Mrs. Hooper, as soon as possible after harvest and
who left Highfleld 20 years ago and on the corn ground we disked the
had not returned and who, some years stalks in order to cut them up and
ago, wás married to a Mr. Ham, no- also to make a mulch.
ticed a few weeks ago an advertisement of the proceeding and immediately wrote to the clerk of the courts. CONSERVE MOISTURE IN SOIL
The only means of identification
was a scar on her wrist which an Dry Farms Should Be So Worked That
Large Quantity of Water Is In
uncle with whom she had lived as a
Soil at Harvesting Time..
girl recalled. The judges were satisfied with the identification and she
It Is always dangerous to permit the
will come into her inheritance.
soil of a dry farm to become very
dry, especially below the first foot.
Teacher May Aid Cupid.
Little Rock, Ark. An Arkansas Dry farms should be so manipulated
school teacher is under no obligations that even at the harvesting ceason a
to prevent flirting among his pupils comparatively large quantity of water
to a depth of eight
and can not be disciplined by his remains in the soil
larger
more.
The
the quantity
or
feet
school board even if he encourages afsoil
water
fall, the
in
in
of
the
the
fairs of the heart among the youthful
quickly will the wareadily
and
more
charges. This dictum, couched In digon the land during the
nified legal language, was laid down ter that falls
of fall, winter and early
period
resting
by the Arkansas supreme court
spring sink Into the soli and move-awaThe top or
from the
Boy Sues for Loss of Finger.
always
contain
will
Drst
foot
the largNew York. A city in New York
percentage of water, because it is
est
state has been sued for $2,000 damreceptacle of the water that
ages for the loss of a boy's finger in a the chief
(alls as rain or snow, but when
public school. The boy was directed
is properly moist, the water-wil- l
by the teacher to shut the door. As
completely leave the
more
he was doing so the door slammed
crops planted on a soil'
Further,
shut and one of the boy's fingers was laturated with water to a depth off
so badly crushed that it had to be amsight feet are almost certain to maputated.
ture and yield well.
IS
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NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Notice for Publication

Department of the Interior.

'

'
Department f thé Interior,
U.S.Land Office, Clayton, New Mex.

Jan. 11, 1915.
hereby given that James W

Notice is
Morford, of David, N. M. who on Aug
2, 1911, made HE No. 013612, for W
'
Section 21,
NEJ, andEJ-NW- j,
Township 18 N.
Range 30 East,
has filed, notice, pf
N.M.P. Meridian,
intention to make final three-yea- r
Proof
to establish his claim to the land above
described, before Elvira G. Stanton.
U. S, Commissioner, at heroffic in Mosquero, K. M. on the 25th day of Feb 1915
Claimant names as witnesses,
Ray Mansur
Anna B Morford

of David

All

'

Ira Wood
John H Wood,
N M

Paz Valverde,

Register
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION. '

..U.

Notice of Contest.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
January 16, 1915.
NOTICE is hereby given that
Stanislaus Rychlefski, of Roy,- Mora
County, New Mexico, who, on March
21st, 1910, m,ade Homestead entry
Serial, No. 010811, for the NW;
e swy4; swy4 nev4; nwv
Section 11, Township .19 N,
Range 25E, N. M. P. Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make
three year Final proof, to establish
claim to the land above described,
before W. H. Willcox, U. S. Commissioner, at his office at Roy, New
Mexico, on the 6th day of March,

Land Office at Clayton, N. M
January 23,1915.
NOTICS is hereby
given that
James W. Johnson, of Roy.Mora coun
ty, New Mexico, who, on April 25th,
1908, and who on June 8th, 1909,
made Homestead Entry Serial No,
06959,'; and additional. No. 08433,
for NWy4l and
Section 27,
Township 20N, Range 27E, N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of inten
tion to make Three Year Proof, to es
tablish claim to the íánd above, des
cribed1, before F. H. Foster, U. S.
Commissioner, .at his office at Roy
New Mexico, on the 12th day of
March, 1915.
1915.
.'Claimant names as witnesses: Wm.
Claimant names' as witnesses:
Bowman, R. W. Bouldare, Irvin
Herman Goodman, of Roy, Mora
Sr., and J. G. Reed, all of Roy,
county, New Mexico, Aniceto Gomez,
New Mexico.
of Roy, Mora county, New Mexico.
' '
PAZ VALVERDE
John Schneider, of Roy, Mora county,
Register.
New Mexico, Alfredo Lucero, of Roy,
Mora county, New Mexico.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
PAZ VALVERDE
.Department of the Interior
i
Register.
U. S.
at Clayton, N. M.
S.

Department of the Interior,
U. S.

.

-

NE,

Land

Office

at C'lá'ytón, N. M."
Jan 5 1915.

--

C 5351

..

To Th Heirs of Laban Meadows
formerly of Solano N, M, Contestee:
You are hereby notified that
Edwin H. Hughes who gives Solano
New Mexico aatypostoffite address,
did on Jan. 4th- - 1915
file in
this office his duly corroborated ap
plication to contest and secure the
cancellation of your homestead, Entry
Serial No. 04 made July 1st 1908,
for the SWi Section 33, Township 19
North Range 27 E a s t , N. M. P.
Meridian, and as grounds for his
contest he alleges that said Laban
Meadows abandoned said land on
or about the 20th. day of Nov. 1912
and has since that time failed to reside
upon or cultivate any pai t of said
land, Affiant states that he is informed and believes that said Laban
Meadows died at Frisco, Texas on or
about the 10th day of January 1914.
That
since the date of the death of
Notice For Publication
the
said entryman his heirs5 have failDepartment of the Interior,
ed to; cultivate any part of said land.
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
Affiant further states that he has
January 16, 1915.
made diligent search and inquiry reNotice is hereby given that Hugh C. garding the names and places of resMitchell, of Roy, N. M, who on
idence' of the heirs of said Laban MeaNov. 6 '11, made HE No. 013509 for dows but .is unable to
learn either
the SEi and NEJ Section 33,
their. names or addresses..
Township 21 N v'
That F, H. Hartzog ... of McKinny,
Range 27 E. NM P Meridian has Texas is administrator of the estaie
filed notice 'of intention to make Final of said Labon Meadows.
three year proof, to establish claim to
You are, therefore, further notified
the land abo ve described before
that the said allegations will be taken
P, H, Foster, , U. S. Commissioner at by this office as having beeifconfessed
Roy, New Mexico, on th 8th day by you, and your, said entry will be
of March. 1M.
canceled thereunder'; without further
Claimant names as witnesses- right to be heard therein, either be'
Moore
Mitchell
JH
DP
fore this office of on appeal, if you
C C Núgeu
fail to file in this office within twenty
JM Elder
days,
after the FOURTH publication
AH ' of Roy,
N. M.,
bal.
of this notice, as shown below, your
Paz Valverde,
answer, under oath, specifically meeting and responding to these allega
'
Register,
Of contest, or if you fail "within
tions
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
that time to file in this office due proof
Department of the Interior.
that you have served a copy of your
U. S. Land Office, Clayton, N. M. answer on the said contestant either
'
Jan. 6, 1915. In person' or. by, registered mail.
Notice is hereby given that Juan
service is made by the delivery of
Tafoyáof Albert N. M. who onl2--l a copy of your answer to the contest09 made - HE No 09884 for
ant in person, proof of such service
. .r :
Sec 20;
and
must be either the said contestant's
Twp. 21 N Rng, 28E N.M.P.'
written acknowledgment of his receipt
Meridian, has filed' notice of intention of the copy, showing the date of its
to make final Five year Proof receipt, or the affidavit of the person
to establish claim to the land above by whom the delivery was made statiU, S. Com ng1 when and where the copy was debefore
described,
.
roster, at, ma livered; if made by registered mail,
missioner
office at Roy, N. M.r on the 24th day proof of such service must consist of
of Feb 1915.
the affidavit of the person by whom
the copy was mailed stating when and
Claimant names as witnesses:
Eupho Baca, the postoffice to which it was mailed,
Juan Romero
Albert N. M. and this affidavit must be accompanied
Evaristo Lucerojof
f
Roy
N M
by the postmaster's receipt for the
Gonzales
George

SE,

Og-de- n,

1

.

.

,

.

-

Department of. the Interior.
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M
Notice is heredv gives
Jan, 7,1314;
H7
Alfred
Mc Glothlin of Mosque
that
MY
N.
3 18 08 and
on
ro,
who,
made Homestead entry No,' 24212 and
J
Sl-SAddP 08540 'for
and
'
.'
Ni-SSec. 6
Sec. 6. Twp. 18 N Rng, 29E. N.M.P.
,
Meridian has
filed notice of intention to make
three Year Proof, to establish claim
to the land above described, before
SJ-SE-

Ei-N-

wi

:

Elvira

Stanton,

O

Com'r at!

U S

Land-Offic-

January 23, 1915.
NOTICE
is hereby, given that
.Támes W. Arnold, of Roy, New Mex
ico, who, on February 1st, 1910,
made Homestead entry, Serial, No.

SE,

NE,

010368, for
and Sfr
and the, E
SW,- - Section 34,
Township 18N, Range 2(.E, N. M. P.
Meridian,-- ! has filed notice ' of intention to make Three Year Pry f, to es
tablish claim to the land fibove des
cribed, before F. H. Foster, U. S.
Commissioner, at Roy, iN'ew.Mexio
on the 12th day pf Marin, 1915,
witnesses-HenrClaimant
namesi a

Mosquero N M on the '25th '
'
1915.
day of Feb
Claimant names as witnesses.
Store, P. J. Liaumo i'h, Luther
Benjamin F. Brown Flevia T. Brown
Paines. and W. S. ArnolJ, all of Hoy
Candido Trujillo New
James P.' Smith.-;Mexico.
all' of Mossuero New Mexico,
PAZ vALVERDE
'
Paz Valverde ',
Register.
Register.
''

y

;

-

2-- 13

1--

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior.
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Department f the Interior,
U.

"S.

Land Office at Clayton, N. M,

Jan

7

1915.

Notice is hereby given that
John
Fessler of Mills , New Mexico, who on
Mar. 9,

J

908

January 16, 1915.

i

made HE.

'.

06531 S WJ Sec. 18, Twp. 2 IN, Rng. 26
EN M P Meridian
has filed notice of intention
to make final five year proof, to estab
Iish claim to the land above described,
before, F. H, Poster. U S. Commissioner at his office at Roy N. M. on
'
the 25th day of Feb. 1 915. ,
,

.

,

,

.

NOTICE Is hereby given that Trinidad McGriath, of. Roy, New Mexico,
who, on February 10, 1911, made
Homestead entrySerial, No. 012085,
for
NW, Sec. 27, and Ey2
NB, Section 28, Township 21 N.
Range 25E, N. M. P. Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make
three year proof, to establish claim
to the land above described, before
F. H. Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at
Roy, New Mexico, on the 8 th day of
March, 1915.
Claimant, names jas witnesses: E.
a,
I. H. Roy, Juan Casaus, Fidel
and Adolfo Montoya, all of Roy,
-

Claimant names as witnesses;
, John,Bonimo
John Gibson
of Roy Ñ.M.
Walter Hutson
New Mexico.
Frank Wahrhausen of Mills, N, M.

PAZ VALVERDE

Register

Paz Valverde

'.

M6

Mon-i.oy-

Register.

2-- 13

Notice For Publication
Jan

6th 1915

Notice is hereby given that Loney W
Woodward; of Roy ., N - M. who on
nade HE ) No v 013792
Sept.
for NWi & SWi, Sec,33Twp2lN Rng
27E. n, M.P.', Meridian, has .filed notice
of intention to make final three yeár
proof, to establish claim to thé land
above described, before F. H. Foster
U. S. Commissioner jit. his' office at
Roy, N M, on the 23 day of Feb
,

:

1915.;'''

V..'.

'., '..

':.

-

;

.

.

,

"

Paz Valverde,
Register

"

,

-

;

1-- 30

2--

I-t-

SJ-S-

:

.

SJ-S-

,

i,

.

.

.

12,-mad-

,

Ah-dre- w

Claimant names as witnesses:
Carl Nugen
J. W. Woodward ,
Hugh
Mitchel
H.
MitchelV
J.
Ali bf Roy N. M. ' :

v

t

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
.Department of tibe Interior
U.r S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
' '
January 16, 1915,
NOTICE is hereby given that Gold-l- e
Troup, of Solano, New Mexico,
wlho, on February 3rd ' 1910 and
May 16, 19
Homestead 'and
Additional
entries, serial Nos,
anid NW
010382, 014715, for SW
Section 28, Township 19N, Range .28
E, New Mexico Principal Meridian,
has filed notice of intention to' make
Three .Year Proof, to establish claim
to' the land above, described, before
D. S. Durrin, U. S. Commissioner, at
Solano, New Mexico, on the 8th day
;''
'
of March, 1915.
Claimant names as witnesses:
S. Troup, of Solano, New Mex
ico, Francis M. Hughes, of Solano,
. . ew Mexico
Mar & L. Woods, of
Mosquerro, New Mexico, Oscar A.
Murphy, of Mosquerro, New Mexico
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register,
,

Department of the Interior,
U, S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.

,

.

Paz Valveroe,

letter;-.- ..

You should state in your answer
the name of the postoffice to which
Notice for Publication
you dsire future notices to be sent to
,.
you.
.,
Department of Interior;
Paz
Valverde,
Register.
'
U. S. Land Office at Clayton N. M.
1st
of
publication, Jan. 16 1915
Date
' .;
i
i j
Jan. 12 ; 1915
"
" " 2d
23,"
Notice is hereby given that Cristobal
" 3d
30 "
who
Martinez of Roy N. M.
" ' 4th
Feb. 6
Ser1.
made-H- E
No.
,1912,
5tn,
on FeJ,

1-- 16

Register,

3.

'

:

;

-

,

014360.

for

Wi-SE- J-

SJ-S-

NEJ-SW- J

34 & NEJ- -

Sec.
& SWi-NM.
19NRng26ENMP.
Twp,
25
S
Nwi
has filed notice of intention ' to make
three Year Proof to establish claim to
the land above described, beforejW.H.
Willcox, U.S. Commissioner at, Roy,
'
N. M. on he 24th day of Feb, 1915.
Claimant names aswitnesses i ;
Doroteo Martinez Enrique Martinez
Irenio Martinez
Epitació Gonzalez
All of Roy N. M.
Paz Valverda
,
Register.
1.23

SEi-N-

Ei

-

2-- 20

-'

.Puzzler.
One of the strangest things- - In this
world is 'why a woman who can trim
a pencil with a pair of scissors is not
considered competent to vote alongside of a man who can't bake a batter
cake on a hot griddle. Dallas News,
;-

They Are Untitles.
Troth and honesty set a limit to bur
ifforts which Impudence and hypocrisy easily overleap. Pliny.

